ߋ㘳㤡䈝g⇿ཙа㓳
㤡䈝ᱟа䰘䈝䀰ˈ䈝䀰ⲴᆖҐˈᱟањᰕ〟ᴸ㍟Ⲵ䗷〻˗ਖཆˈ䈝䀰ᱟᆖՊⲴˈнᱟᮉՊⲴˈ
㠚ᐡⲴᚂᗳ઼⇵࣋ॱ࠶䟽㾱Ǆഐ↔ˈ֯⭘ਸ䘲Ⲵ䍴ᯉˈ䝽ਸਸ䘲ⲴᆖҐᯩ⌅ˈᡈ༛ਟԕ䙊䗷㠚ᆖ
ᦼᨑ㤡䈝ǄᴹҶ䘉ᵜ䍴ᯉᡈ༛൘ส༽Ґ䱦⇥н⭘ަԆ䍴ᯉˈਚ䴰㾱⇿ཙᣭࠪа⛩ᰦ䰤ˈ᤹
➗ᵜ䍴ᯉѝⲴᇩᆹᧂˈ䇔ⵏൠᆼᡀˈ৽༽ൠ䇠ᗶˈণਟ᭦ࡠһॺ࣏Ⲵؽ᭸᷌Ǆ
㤡䈝㘳䈅ח䟽ሩ䈝䀰㜭࣋Ⲵ㘳ḕˈ䘉Ӌ㜭࣋ѫ㾱वᤜ˖䰵䈫㜭઼࣋߉㜭࣋ǄሩҾߋ䱏䲒ṑ
ᤋ⭏᮷ॆ、ⴞ㔏㘳㤡䈝˄儈ѝᆖশ˅㘼䀰ˈ㘳ḕ䰵䈫㜭࣋Ⲵ仈රᴹ䰵䈫⨶䀓˄ਜ਼ᯠг䘹ӄ˅઼
ᆼᖒປオˈঐ 55 ࠶˗㘳ḕ߉㜭࣋Ⲵ仈රᱟ㘫䈁ਕᆀ઼᮷ˈঐ 25 ࠶ˈሩ䘉є㜭࣋Ⲵ㘳ḕঐ
ࡠޘধⲴ 80%ˈަ䟽㾱ᙗн䀰㘼௫Ǆᖃ❦ˈ䘉є㜭࣋Ⲵษޫ઼䇝㓳ᱟԕ䇽≷઼䈝⌅⸕䇶Ѫส
Ⲵˈ䘉Ӌҏ↓ᱟঅ亩ປオ㘳ḕⲴᇩˈঐ 20 ࠶Ǆ
䈝䀰㜭࣋Ⲵษޫ䴰㾱⇿ཙඊᤱǃᤱѻԕᚂ˗䇽≷Ⲵ䇠ᗶ઼䈝⌅ⲴᆖҐ䴰㾱ᰕ〟ᴸ㍟ǃ┤≤ᡀ
Ǆ䈝䀰ⲴᆖҐн㜭а䒤㘼ቡˈᴤнᱟㆰঅൠᆖҐаӋ䈝⌅⸕䇶ˈ㘼ᱟ䴰㾱ᡁԜ䐿䐿ᇎᇎǃ㝊䐿
ᇎൠˈⵏ↓ษޫᡁԜⲴ䈝䀰ᓄ⭘㜭࣋Ǆ䪸ሩ㤡䈝ᆖҐⲴ䘉а⢩⛩ˈ㔃ਸߋ䱏䲒ṑᤋ⭏᮷ॆ㔏㘳㤡
䈝Ⲵ仈ර઼ᴰᯠⲴ㘳䈅བྷ㓢ˈᡁԜ㕆߉Ҷ䘉ᵜǉߋ㘳㤡䈝⇿ཙа㓳Ǌ
Ǆ
䈕䍴ᯉᢃҶՐ㔏ㄐ㢲Ⲵ㕆ᧂփֻˈ᤹ཙ㕆ᧂˈ ࠶ޡ30 ཙˈӾ䰵䈫˄ਜ਼г䘹ӄ˅
ǃᆼᖒǃ䇽
≷ǃ䈝⌅ǃ㘫䈁ǃ߉ㅹཊ䀂ᓖǃޘᯩսษޫᡈ༛Ⲵ㤡䈝䈝䀰㜭࣋ˈᨀ儈༷㘳ᓄ䈅ᢰ㜭ˈ䇙ᰐӾ
лⲴ㤡䈝ᆖҐᴤᴹ䇑ࡂᙗǃ䪸ሩᙗ઼ᯩṸᙗǄᇩवਜ਼˖
аǃ䰵䈫⨶䀓 30 ㇷǄ㕆ᧂ⭡᱃ࡠ䳮ˈփ㻱⎹৺䇠ਉǃ䈤᰾ǃ䇞䇪઼ᓄ⭘᮷ˈ䈍仈ᒯ⌋˄⎹
৺㠚❦、ᆖǃ⽮Պ、ᆖ઼Ӫ᮷、ᆖǄवᤜᰕᑨ⭏⍫ǃӪ⢙ǃ⽮Պǃ᮷ॆǃߋһǃ、ᢰǃ᭯⋫ǃ⧟
઼؍㓿⍾ㅹ˅
ˈެާ䏓ણᙗǃ⸕䇶ᙗ઼ᙍᜣᙗˈ䈫ਾབྷᴹ㼘⳺Ǆ䰵䈫䈅仈䝽ᴹ䈖㓶䀓᷀ˈ᮷ㄐѝ
㤡᮷ሩ➗ˈ㜭ᑞࣙสнྭⲴᡈ༛⨶䀓᮷ㄐˈケ䈝䀰䳌⺽Ǆ਼ᰦˈ䰵䈫᮷ㄐѝⲴ⭏䇽൘Ā䇽≷
ᤃኅā䜘࠶ᴹ䈖㓶Ⲵ⌘丣ǃ䟺ѹ઼ֻਕˈᴹࣙҾᡈ༛ሩ䇽≷Ⲵ⨶䀓ǃ䇠ᗶ઼֯⭘Ǆ਼ᰦ㛼䈥ֻਕ
ᴹࣙҾ㘫䈁㜭࣋Ⲵᨀ儈Ǆ
Ҽǃг䘹ӄ䰵䈫 9 ㇷǄ㕆ᧂ⭡᱃ࡠ䳮ˈ䘹ᶀ઼䇮仈о㔏㘳ⵏ仈ᰐ㕍ሩ᧕ˈ਼ᰦ䈅仈䝽ᴹ䈖㓶
䀓᷀ˈ䙊䗷䇝㓳ˈ㜭䙀↕ᨀ儈䰵䈫㘳⭏Ⲵ䰵䈫⨶䀓ǃ࠶᷀᧘⨶㜭࣋Ǆ

йǃᆼᖒປオ 23 ㇷǄ㕆ᧂ⭡᱃ࡠ䳮ˈփ㻱⎹৺䇠ਉǃ䈤᰾ˈ䈍仈ᒯ⌋ˈެާ䏓ણᙗ઼ᙍᜣ
ᙗˈ㔉Ӫԕᙍ㘳઼ਁǄᆼᖒປオ䝽ᴹ䈖㓶䀓᷀ˈᑞࣙ㘳⭏⨶䀓઼⟏ᚹ䀓ㆄ䗷〻Ǆ
ഋǃ䇽≷䜘࠶ˈ䲔ҶĀ䇽≷ᤃኅāཆˈ䘈䪸ሩᑨ㘳Ⲵ
䇽ǃࣘ䇽઼ࣘ䇽⸝䈝ǃᖒᇩ䇽ǃ࢟䇽ǃ
ӻ䇽⸝䈝ㅹ䘋㹼Ҷу仈䇝㓳Ǆ⎧䟿䙬ⵏ䈅仈䇙ᡈ༛ሩᑨ㘳䇽≷Ⲵ⨶䀓ᴤ࣐߶⺞ǃ䇠ᗶᴤ࣐␡ǃ
ᓄ⭘ᴤ࣐㠚ྲǄ
ӄǃ䈝⌅у㓳䜘࠶ˈ䪸ሩߋ䱏䲒ṑᤋ⭏᮷ॆ㔏㘳㤡䈝ᴰᯠ㘳㓢ˈ⏥ⴆޘ䜘䈝⌅亩ⴞˈ㘳⛩㾶
ⴆޘ䶒ǃ䳮᱃䘲ѝˈ仈ⴞҏཊ䘹㠚㔏㘳仈ᓃˈ⏥ⴆҶߋ㘳ᮉᶀкⲴབྷ䜘࠶仈ⴞǄ
ޝǃ㘫䈁ᱟ㘳⭏ཡ࠶ᴰཊⲴ仈රˈҏᱟᡈ༛৽᱐ᴰ䳮Ⲵ仈රǄウަഐˈѫ㾱䘈ᱟᡈ༛䇝㓳
ቁˈн⸕䚃ྲօл㘫䈁Ǆഐ↔ˈ൘Ā㘫䈁㓳Ґā䜘࠶ˈ䘹ਆ䰵䈫ѝ઼䇽≷ᤃኅⲴਕᆀˈᡈ༛
䘋㹼㘫䈁䇝㓳ˈ㤡≹ӂ䈁ˈᗇ⳺ᖠǄਖཆˈṩᦞᯠ㘳㓢㿴ᇊˈ࣐Ҷߋһ䈍仈Ⲵ㘫䈁䇝㓳Ǆ
гǃ߉䜘࠶Ѫᡈ༛ᨀҶᑨ⭘Ⲵ߉⁑ᶯ઼བྷ䟿߉㤳᮷ˈᡈ༛䈥䈫䇠ᗶ઼߉⁑ԯǄ
↔ཆˈᵜ䍴ᯉ䘈䪸ሩঅ䘹䜘࠶ⲴĀӔ䱵ā㘳⛩ˈᨀҶĀᛵᲟሩ䈍āу仈䇝㓳˗ᒦሩᯠ㘳㓢
㿴ᇊⲴ䈝丣⸕䇶䘋㹼Ҷ䇢㓳Ǆ
ᵜ䍴ᯉ䘲⭘Ҿ↓൘߶༷⭏䮯ߋᇈ䲒ṑᤋ⭏㔏㘳Ⲵ༛ޥ㘳⭏˗ᵜ䍴ᯉ࠶ᡀҶ 30 ཙˈᆖᆼਾ
ᔪ䇞⭘ǉፄ⡡࣏ߋ㘳⁑ᤏধǊ઼ǉፄ⡡࣏ߋ㘳ߢࡪধǊᶕڊ㔬ਸ⍻䇴ԕ৺ḕ┿㺕㕪Ǆ䈕྇䍴ᯉỰ
傼㔬ਸ㜭࣋ˈ䭫⛬ᓄ䈅ᢰ㜭ˈ⺞؍仇㋂ᖂԃǄ
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ƾ ߋ㘳⇿ཙа㓳g㤡䈝࠶

ㅜ1ཙ
Ǐ䰵
䰵䈫䇝㓳ǐ
The armed forces of China are made up of Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA), PLA’s
Reserve Force and Chinese People’s Armed Police Force and the Militia. Among them, the PLA is
made up of five services: the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, the Strategic Support Force and the
Rocket Force.
The Army is a service mainly fighting on the land. It is composed of such arms as infantry, armor,
artillery, air defense, aviation, engineering, signals, chemical defense and electronic countermeasures,
and many specialized service units. The Navy carries out mission on the sea mainly. Its major aim is to
defend the shores. It consists of submarine, surface ship, aviation, Marine Corps and coastal defense
wings.
The Air Force defends China’s mainland and air space. It provides air support for the ground and
naval troops in joint operation. It also helps in other non-combat missions, such as disaster relief and
rescue operations. It includes aviation, ground air defense, airborne, signal, radar, ECM, technical
reconnaissance and chemical defense sections.
The Strategic Support Force (SSF) is a Military Theater-grade organization responsible for the
space, cyber, and electronic warfare missions of the PLA and strategic-level information support for
joint operations. As such, the SSF is more or less the information warfare branch of the PLA. It was
introduced in December 2015 as part of the first wave of the People’s Republic of China military
reform.
The Rocket Force, formerly the Second Artillery Corps, is the pillar of the nation’s strategic
deterrent. It is probably the best in the world in terms of the variety of missiles it uses. It is mainly
responsible for deterring other countries from using nuclear weapons against China, and conducting
nuclear counterattacks and precision strikes with conventional missiles.
01. China’s armed forces is composed of __________.
A. Chinese People’s Liberation Army
B. PLA’s Reserve Force
C. Chinese People’s Armed Police Force and the Militia
D. all the above
02. The underlined word “service” in the first paragraph means __________.
A. ߋ

B. ޥ

D. ᴽᖩ

C. ᴽ࣑

03. What’s the major aim of the Navy?
A. It mainly provides disaster relief and rescue operations.
B. It provides fire support for the ground troops.
C. It mainly aims to defend the shores of our country.
D. It is mainly responsible for space and cyber safety of our country.
04. The responsibilities of The Strategic Support Force include the following EXCEPT __________.
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A. providing strategic-level information support for joint operations
B. carrying out the space, cyber, and electronic warfare missions
C. carrying out missions in information warfare
D. fighting directly with the enemies on the land
05. What’s the main responsibility of The Rocket Force?
A. It is mainly responsible for the nation’s strategic deterrent.
B. It is mainly responsible for intelligence collecting.
C. It is responsible for education and training of commanders.
D. It is responsible for non-combat missions in war areas.
Ǐ䰵䈫࠶᷀ǐ
The armed forces of China are made up of Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA), PLA’s
Reserve Force and Chinese People’s Armed Police Force and the Militia. Among them, the PLA is
made up of five services: the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, the Strategic Support Force and the
Rocket Force.
ѝഭⲴ↖㻵࣋䟿⭡ѝഭӪ≁䀓᭮ߋǃ䀓᭮ߋⲴ亴༷ᖩ䜘䱏ԕ৺ѝഭӪ≁↖㻵䆖ሏ䜘䱏઼≁
ޥ㓴ᡀǄަѝˈ䀓᭮ߋ⭡ӄߋ㓴ᡀ˖䱶ߋǃ⎧ߋǃオߋǃᡈ⮕᭟ᨤ䜘䱏઼⚛㇝䜘䱏Ǆ
The Army is a service mainly fighting on the land. It is composed of such arms as infantry, armor,
artillery, air defense, aviation, engineering, signals, chemical defense and electronic countermeasures,
and many specialized service units. The Navy carries out mission on the sea mainly. Its major aim is
to defend the shores. It consists of submarine, surface ship, aviation, Marine Corps and coastal defense
wings.
䱶ߋᱟѫ㾱൘䱶ൠкᡈⲴ䜘䱏Ǆᆳ⭡↕ޥǃ㻵⭢ޥǃ⛞ޥǃ䱢オǃ㡚オǃᐕ〻ǃؑਧǃ
ॆᆖ䱢ᗑ઼⭥ᆀሩᣇㅹ䜘䰘㓴ᡀˈᒦ䇮ᴹ䇨ཊуъᴽ࣑অսǄ⎧ߋѫ㾱൘⎧кᢗ㹼ԫ࣑Ǆަѫ
㾱ⴞⲴᱟ؍ছ⎧የǄᆳ⭡▌㡷ǃ≤䶒㡠㡷ǃ㡚オǃ⎧ߋ䱶ᡈ䱏઼⋯⎧䱢ᗑ㚄䱏㓴ᡀǄ
The Air Force defends China’s mainland and air space. It provides air support for the ground and
naval troops in joint operation. It also helps in other non-combat missions, such as disaster relief and
rescue operations. It includes aviation, ground air defense, airborne, signal, radar, ECM, technical
reconnaissance and chemical defense sections.
オߋছѝഭབྷ䱶઼亶オǄᆳѪ㚄ਸᡈѝⲴൠ䶒઼⎧ߋ䜘䱏ᨀオѝ᭟ᨤǄᆳ䘈ᴹࣙҾ
ަԆ䶎ᡈᯇԫ࣑ˈֻྲ⚮ᇣ⮿䀓઼ᮁᨤ㹼ࣘǄᆳवᤜ㡚オǃൠ䶒䱢オǃᵪ䖭ǃؑਧǃ䴧䗮ǃECMǃ
ᢰᵟזሏ઼ॆᆖ䱢ᗑ䜘䰘Ǆ
The Strategic Support Force (SSF) is a Military Theater-grade organization responsible for the
space, cyber, and electronic warfare missions of the PLA and strategic-level information support for
joint operations. As such, the SSF is more or less the information warfare branch of the PLA. It was
introduced in December 2015 as part of the first wave of the People’s Republic of China military
reform.
ᡈ⮕᭟ᨤ䜘䱏ᱟߋһᡈ४㓗㓴㓷ˈ䍏䍓䀓᭮ߋⲴཚオǃ㖁㔌઼⭥ᆀᡈԫ࣑ˈᒦѪ㚄ਸᡈ
ᨀᡈ⮕㓗ؑ᭟ᤱǄ䘉ṧˈᡈ᭟ᡆཊᡆቁᱟ䀓᭮ߋⲴؑᡈ࠶᭟ǄᆳҾ 2015 ᒤ 12 ᴸᡀ・ˈ
ᱟѝॾӪ≁઼ޡഭㅜа⌒ߋһ᭩䶙Ⲵа䜘࠶Ǆ
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The Rocket Force, formerly the Second Artillery Corps, is the pillar of the nation’s strategic
deterrent. It is probably the best in the world in terms of the variety of missiles it uses. It is mainly
responsible for deterring other countries from using nuclear weapons against China, and conducting
nuclear counterattacks and precision strikes with conventional missiles.
⚛㇝ߋᴮᱟㅜҼ⛞ˈޥᱟഭᇦᡈ⮕ေខ࣋䟿Ⲵ᭟ḡǄቡ֯⭘Ⲵሬᕩ㊫㘼䀰ˈᆳਟ㜭ᱟц
⭼кᴰྭⲴǄᆳѫ㾱䍏䍓䱫→ަԆഭᇦሩѝഭ֯⭘Ṩ↖ಘˈᒦ֯⭘ᑨ㿴ሬᕩ䘋㹼Ṩ৽઼ࠫ㋮⺞
ᢃࠫǄ
01. China’s armed forces is composed of __________.
A. Chinese People’s Liberation Army
B. PLA’s Reserve Force
C. Chinese People’s Armed Police Force and the Militia
D. all the above
ǏㆄṸǐD
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞㅜа⇥ The armed forces of China are made up of Chinese People’s Liberation Army
Ǐ䈖
(PLA), PLA’s Reserve Force and Chinese People’s Armed Police Force and the Militiaˈਟ⸕ѝഭⲴ↖
㻵࣋䟿⭡ѝഭӪ≁䀓᭮ߋǃ䀓᭮ߋⲴ亴༷ᖩ䜘䱏ԕ৺ѝഭӪ≁↖㻵䆖ሏ䜘䱏઼≁ޥ㓴ᡀǄ
02. The underlined word “service” in the first paragraph means __________.
A. ߋ

B. ޥ

D. ᴽᖩ

C. ᴽ࣑

ǏㆄṸǐA
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞㅜа⇥䈕䇽ਾ䶒Ⲵ䀓䟺 the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, the Strategic Support Force
Ǐ䈖
and the Rocket Forceˈਟ⸕䀓᭮ߋ⭡ӄߋ㓴ᡀ˖䱶ߋǃ⎧ߋǃオߋǃᡈ⮕᭟ᨤ䜘䱏઼⚛㇝䜘
䱏Ǆ
03. What’s the major aim of the Navy?
A. It mainly provides disaster relief and rescue operations.
B. It provides fire support for the ground troops.
C. It mainly aims to defend the shores of our country.
D. It is mainly responsible for space and cyber safety of our country.
ǏㆄṸǐC
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞㅜҼ⇥ The Navy carries out mission on the sea mainly. Its major aim is to defend the
Ǐ䈖
shoresˈਟ⸕⎧ߋѫ㾱ⴞⲴᱟ؍ছᡁഭ⎧የǄ
04. The responsibilities of The Strategic Support Force include the following EXCEPT __________.
A. providing strategic-level information support for joint operations
B. carrying out the space, cyber, and electronic warfare missions
C. carrying out missions in information warfare
D. fighting directly with the enemies on the land
ǏㆄṸǐD
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞㅜഋ⇥ The Strategic Support Force (SSF) is a Military Theater-grade organization
responsible for the space, cyber, and electronic warfare missions of the PLA and strategic-level
information support for joint operationsˈਟ⸕ᡈ⮕᭟ᨤ䜘䱏䍏䍓䀓᭮ߋⲴཚオǃ
㖁㔌઼⭥ᆀᡈԫ࣑ˈ
ᒦѪ㚄ਸᡈᨀᡈ⮕㓗ؑ᭟ᤱˈнवᤜⴤ᧕оൠ䶒᭼ӪᡈǄ
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05. What’s the main responsibility of The Rocket Force?
A. It is mainly responsible for the nation’s strategic deterrent.
B. It is mainly responsible for intelligence collecting.
C. It is responsible for education and training of commanders.
D. It is responsible for non-combat missions in war areas.
ǏㆄṸǐA
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᴰਾа⇥ It is mainly responsible for deterring other countries from using nuclear
Ǐ䈖
weapons against China, and conducting nuclear counterattacks and precision strikes with conventional
missilesˈਟ⸕⚛㇝ߋѫ㾱䍏䍓䱫→ަԆഭᇦሩѝഭ֯⭘Ṩ↖ಘˈᒦ֯⭘ᑨ㿴ሬᕩ䘋㹼Ṩ৽઼ࠫ
㋮⺞ᢃࠫǄ
Ǐ䇽≷ᤃኅǐ
fight

[faܼt] v. оĂᯇҹ˗ᢃԇ˗(઼Ă)ᢃᷦ/ᷦ˗ n. ᯇҹ˗ᢃᷦ˗ᡈᯇ
Although the two countries were officially at peace, fighting continued.
ቭ㇑єഭޜᔰ㺘⽪઼ᒣޡ༴ˈնᡈᯇ䘈൘㔗㔝Ǆ
Realizing the situation I was determined to fight to the last.
䇔Ҷᖒ࣯ˈᡁߣᗳᡈᯇࡠᓅǄ
After starting a fight, he was bounced from the pub.
൘ᢃᷦ䰩һਾˈԆ㻛䞂ᓺ䙀ࠪᶕǄ

signal >ޖVܼܳnԥl]

n. ؑਧ˗㓒㔯⚟ v. ਁؑਧ˗⽪

Experts regarded it as a warning signal of an economic smashup.
уᇦԜᢺᆳⴻᱟа൪㓿⍾⚮䳮Ⲵ䆖ؑਧǄ
She was signaling wildly, waving her arms.
ྩਁ⣲ൠᥕࣘ㟲ਁؑਧǄ
carry out

ᢗ㹼˗䘋㹼˗ᆼᡀ
I myself will firmly carry out this plan.
ᡁᵜӪሶඊߣᢗ㹼䘉њ䇑ࡂ.
Make sure the firm is competent to carry out the work.
㾱⺞؍䘉ᇦޜਨᴹ㜭࣋ᆼᡀ䘉亩ᐕǄ

troop

>WUXޝS@ n. ߋ䱏 vi. ᡀ㗔㔃䱏ൠ䎠˗㔃䱏 vt. ᢺ˄僁˅ޥ㕆ᡀ僁ޥ䘎
Troops were being sent off to the front.
ߋ䱏↓㻛⍮ᖰࡽ㓯Ǆ
They have strengthened their hold on the troops.
ԆԜᐢ࣐ᕪሩߋ䱏Ⲵ᧗ࡦǄ
We all trooped into the hall to attend the meeting.
ᡁԜᡀ㗔㔃䱏ൠ䎠䘋བྷ৲࣐Պ䇞Ǆ

mission >ޖPܼݕn] n. ԓ㺘ഒ˗֯ભ v. 㔉ĂӔԓԫ࣑˗⍮䚓˗ᢺԫ࣑Ӕ㔉
He was charged with an important mission.
Ԇਇငᢈᣵа亩䟽㾱֯ભǄ
We guarantee to fulfill our mission.
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ᡁԜ؍䇱ᆼᡀԫ࣑Ǆ
responsible [rܼޖspܥnsԥbl] adj. ᴹ䍓ԫⲴ˗ਟ䶐Ⲵ˗䍓ԫ䟽བྷⲴ
Alexander was responsible for rehousing them.
ӊশኡབྷ䍏䍓㔉ԆԜᆹᧂᯠⲴտᡰǄ
He is not directly responsible.
Ԇ⋑ᴹⴤ᧕䍓ԫǄ
Who will be responsible for the expedition’s supplies?
䈱ሶ䍏䍓᧒䲙䱏Ⲵ⢙䍴ᓄ˛
in terms of ṩᦞ˗ቡĂ㘼䀰
In terms of his professional abilities, he’s just no match for you.
䇪ᐕ㜭࣋ˈԆṩᵜнᱟⲴሩǄ
It is difficult to express it in terms of science.
⭘、ᆖᵟ䈝ᶕ㺘䗮ᆳᱟᖸഠ䳮ⲴǄ
missile

>ޖPܼsaܼl]

n. ሬᕩ˗ᣅሴ⢙

The missile warhead hit the target, effecting a nuclear explosion.
ሬᕩཤભѝⴞḷˈᆼᡀҶа⅑Ṩ⠶⛨Ǆ
weapon >ޖZHSԥn] n. ↖ಘ˗⇥
The soldiers have been thoroughly instructed in the care of their weapons.
༛ޥԜ䜭㌫㔏ൠ᧕ਇ䗷؍ᣔ↖ಘⲴ䇝㓳Ǆ
China will never be the first to use nuclear weapons.
ѝഭ㔍н俆⭘֯ݸṨ↖ಘǄ
Ǐ㘫䈁䇝㓳ǐ
1. ߋ䱏↓㻛⍮ᖰࡽ㓯Ǆ
__________________________________________________________________________________
2. ቭ㇑єഭޜᔰ㺘⽪઼ᒣޡ༴ˈնᡈᯇ䘈൘㔗㔝Ǆ
__________________________________________________________________________________
3. 㖾ഭӪᖸⴻ䟽㠚・ˈ⭊㠣ᖃԆԜᒤ䗸ᐢ㘱ҏаṧǄ
__________________________________________________________________________________
4. ᡁ㿹ᗇᡁ⋑ᴹࣷ≄䇹Ԇ䘉њൿ⎸Ǆ
__________________________________________________________________________________
5. 䇪ᐕ㜭࣋ˈԆṩᵜнᱟⲴሩǄ
__________________________________________________________________________________
6. The soldiers have been thoroughly instructed in the care of their weapons.
__________________________________________________________________________________
7. The missile warhead hit the target, effecting a nuclear explosion.
__________________________________________________________________________________
8. Games like soccer and swimming seemed to be silly at that time but they improved my ability of
leading and cooperating.
__________________________________________________________________________________
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9. You’ll spend the best three months of your life learning what it means to be a soldier in the army.
__________________________________________________________________________________
10. After the training, you’ll discover some amazing things. You’ll have a sharper mind, and a lean and
hard body, and you’ll be more confident than you’ve ever been before.
__________________________________________________________________________________
Keys:
1. Troops were being sent off to the front.
2. Although the two countries were officially at peace, fighting continued.
3. Americans value independence, even when they’re getting older.
4. I don’t think I have the courage to tell him the bad news.
5. In terms of his professional abilities, he’s just no match for you.
6. ༛ޥԜ䜭㌫㔏ൠ᧕ਇ䗷؍ᣔ↖ಘⲴ䇝㓳Ǆ
7. ሬᕩཤભѝⴞḷˈᆼᡀҶа⅑Ṩ⠶⛨Ǆ
8. ۿ䏣⨳઼⑨⌣䛓ṧⲴ䘀ࣘ䛓ᰦⴻى䎧ᶕᖸ۫ˈնᱟᆳԜᨀ儈ҶᡁⲴ亶ሬ઼ਸ㜭࣋Ǆ
9. йњᴸਾˈቡՊ⸕䚃Ѫᡈ༛ણ⵰ӰѸǄ
10. ߋ䇝㔃ᶏਾՊਁ⧠аӋԔӪཷⲴਈॆ——Պ∄ԕࡽᴤ࣐㋮᰾ᕪᒢˈᴤᴹؑᗳǄ
Ǐᆼᖒ䇝㓳ǐ
Friends are very important in our everyday life. Everyone
to someone.

2

1

friends. We all like to feel close

is nice to have a friend to talk, laugh, and do things with.

need to be alone. We don’t always want people

4

3 , sometimes we

. But we would feel lonely if we

5

had a

friend.
No two people are

6 . Friends

7

don’t get on well. That doesn’t mean that they no

longer like each other. Most of the time they will make up (䀰ᖂҾྭ) and become
Sometimes friends move away. Then we feel very
can

10

them and write to them. And we can

11

8

again.

9 . We miss them very much, but we
new friends. It is encouraging to find out

how much we like new people when we get to know them.
There’s more good news for people who have friends. They live
Why? Friends can make us feel happy.

13

12

than people who don’t.

happy helps you stay well. Or it could be just done

that someone cares. If someone cares about you, you take

14

care of

15 .

1. A. loves

B. hates

C. needs

D. becomes

2. A. It

B. He

C. There

D. Someone

3. A. Hardly

B. Nearly

C. Suddenly

D. Certainly

4. A. alone

B. away

C. all over

D. around

5. A. ever

B. never

C. just

D. really

6. A. friendly

B. kind

C. just the same

D. quite different

7 A. always

B. sometimes

C. often

D. usually

8. A. friendly

B. good

C. pleased

D. friends

9. A. angry

B. sad

C. happy

D. alone

10. A. call

B. ask

C. tell

D. talk with
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11. A. look for

B. find

C. make

D. know

12. A. longer

B. shorter

C. slower

D. faster

13. A. Smelling

B. Being

C. Sounding

D. Making

14. A. less

B. better

C. little

D. no

15. A. you

B. your

C. yours

D. yourself

Keys: 1-5 CADDB

6-10 CBDBA

11-15 CABBD

1.ǏㆄṸǐC
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞࡽ᮷ˈਟ⸕⇿њӪ䜭 needĀ䴰㾱āᴻ৻Ǆ
Ǐ䈖
ㆄṸǐA
2.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐⵏ↓Ⲵѫ䈝ᱟнᇊᔿ to have a friend do talk …ˈᡰԕ⭘ it ᖒᔿѫ䈝Ǆ
Ǐ䈖
ㆄṸǐD
3.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐᖃ❦ˈᴹᰦىᡁԜ䴰㾱⤜༴Ǆ
Ǐ䈖
ㆄṸǐD
4.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ to be aloneˈਟ⸕нᜣ䇙ᴻ৻൘ઘത aroundǄ
ㆄṸǐB
5.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐྲ᷌ᡁԜањᴻ৻ҏ⋑ᴹˈᡁԜՊᝏࡠᇲሎǄ
Ǐ䈖
6.ǏㆄṸǐC
䈖䀓ǐ⋑ᴹєњӪᱟᆼޘаṧⲴǄ
Ǐ䈖
ㆄṸǐB
7.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᴻ৻ᴹᰦىҏՊ༴нྭǄ
8.ǏㆄṸǐD
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞࡽ᮷ they will make upˈਟ⸕ԆԜՊ⅑ᡀѪᴻ৻Ǆ
Ǐ䈖
ㆄṸǐB
9.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐᴻ৻ᩜ䎠ҶˈᡁԜՊᝏࡠᖸՔᗳǄ
Ǐ䈖
10.ǏㆄṸǐA
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐ઼ write to them ᒦࡇⲴˈᓄ䈕ᱟᢃ⭥䈍Ǆ
ㆄṸǐC
11.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐmake new friendsĀӔᯠᴻ৻āǄ
Ǐ䈖
ㆄṸǐA
12.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞл᮷ˈਟ⸕ԆԜՊ∄⋑ᴹᴻ৻ⲴӪ⍫ᗇᰦ䰤ᴤ䮯Ǆ
ㆄṸǐB
13.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐѫ䈝н㜭ⴤ᧕⭘ᖒᇩ䇽ˈᡰԕ⭘ࣘ䇽 beingǄ
ㆄṸǐB
14.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐՊᴤྭൠ➗亮㠚ᐡǄ
15.ǏㆄṸǐD
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐѫ䈝Ⲵᱟ youˈᡰԕ⭘ yourself ᇮ䈝Ǆ
Ǐг䘹ӄу㓳ǐ
ṩᦞ⸝᮷ᇩˈӾ⸝᮷ਾⲴ䘹亩ѝ䘹ࠪ㜭ປޕオⲭ༴Ⲵᴰ֣䘹亩ˈ䘹亩ѝᴹє亩Ѫཊ։䘹
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亩Ǆ
Forgiveness
To forgive is a virtue, but no one has ever said it is easy. When someone has deeply hurt you, it
can be extremely difficult to let go of your hate. However, forgiveness is possible, and it can be
surprisingly beneficial to your physical and mental health. People who forgive show less sadness,
anger and stress and more hopefulness, according to a recent research.
1

Try the following steps:

Calm yourself.

2

You can take a couple of breaths and think of something that gives

you pleasure: a beautiful scene in nature, or someone you love.
Don’t wait for an apology. Many times the person who hurt you does not intend to apologize.
They may have wanted to hurt you or they just don’t see things the same way.

3

Keep in

mind that forgiveness does not necessarily mean becoming friends again with the person who upset
you.
Take the control away from your offender (߂⣟㘵). Rethinking about your hurt gives power to
the person who caused you pain. Instead of focusing on your wounded feelings, learn to look for the
love, beauty and kindness around you.
4

If you understand your offender, you may realize that he or she was acting out of

unawareness, fear, and even love. You may want to write a letter to yourself from your offender’s point
of view.
Don’t forget to forgive yourself.

5

But it can rob you of your self-confidence if you don’t

do it.
A. Why should you forgive?
B. How should you start to forgive?
C. Recognize the benefits of forgiveness.
D. Try to see things from your offender’s angle.
E. For some people, forgiving themselves is the biggest challenge.
F. To make your anger die away, try a simple stress-management technique.
G. If you wait for people to apologize, you could be waiting an awfully long time.
ㆄṸо䈖䀓
Ǐ᮷ㄐབྷǐᵜ᮷Ѫ䈤᰾᮷ˈѫ㾱ੁ䈫㘵ӻ㓽Ҷྲօᔰᇭᚅ࡛Ӫᡆ㠚ᐡⲴᯩ⌅Ǆ
1.ǏㆄṸǐBǄ
䈖䀓ǐㅜа⇥䈤᰾ҶᇭᚅⲴѹˈ䈕オṬਾⲴ⇥䈤᰾ҶᇭᚅⲴާփᯩ⌅ˈ⭡↔ਟ᧘ᯝ䈕オ
Ǐ䈖
Ṭ༴ᓄѪаклⲴ䗷ਕˈ᭵䘹 B 亩Ǆ
2.ǏㆄṸǐFǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ⇥㩭ѝᗳਕ Calm yourself.઼л᮷Ⲵޣ䭞ؑ think of something that gives you
pleasure ਟ⺞ᇊㆄṸǄ
3.ǏㆄṸǐGǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞޣ䭞䇽 apology ਟ䗵䙏⺞ᇊㆄṸǄ
Ǐ䈖
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4.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐDǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞޣ䭞ؑ write a letter to yourself from your offender’s point of view ਟ⺞ᇊㆄṸǄ
5.ǏㆄṸǐEǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ⇥㩭ḷ仈 Don’t forget to forgive yourself.ѝⲴޣ䭞ؑ forgive yourself ਟ⺞ᇊㆄṸǄ
Ǐ䈝⌅䍍ǐ

ᰦᘱǃ䈝ᘱу仈˄а˅
1. Driving after drinking wine __________ in China.
A. allows

B. doesn’t allow

C. is allowed

D. isn’t allowed

2. Every process in production __________.
A. is closely monitored

B. closely monitors

C. has closely monitored

D. closely monitored

3. If there __________ no buying and selling of animals, there__________ no killing in nature.
A. is; will be

B. will be; will be

C. is; is

D. will be; is

4. Please turn down the radio; my grandfather __________.
A. slept

B. is sleeping

C. has slept

D. sleeps

5. The world’s supplies of coal __________ gradually __________ up with the development of
modern technology.
A. is; used

B. are being; used

C. has; used

D. have been; using

6. We __________ 1,000 English words since we __________ to this school.
A. learn; come

B. have learning; came

C. have been learning; come

D. have learned; came

7. — How about going to the cinema to watch the new movie this weekend?
— I __________ it twice.
A. will see

B. saw

C. see

D. have seen

8. The plane was missing in 2014, and __________ ever since.
A. had not been found

B. has not been found

C. had not found

D. has not found

9. We shall not start the project until it __________ by the committee.
A. will be approved

B. approves

C. has been approved

D. is to approve

10. People know little about the accident because not much __________ about it up to now.
A. has said

B. has been said

C. had said

D. had been said

11. — What’s the reason why you didn’t take part in Dona’s birthday party?
— I __________ about it.
A. didn’t tell

B. am not told

C. wasn’t told

D. wasn’t telling

12. I would have gone to America with my friends, but I __________ by my mother.
A. was stopped

B. stopped

C. stop

13. The person we talked about __________ our school last week.
-9-

D. would stop

ƾ ፄ⡡࣏ߋ㘳
A. visiting

B. will visit

C. visited

D. has visited

14. — An ant has two stomachs.
— Really? Quite interesting. I __________ anything about it.
A. don’t know

B. have known

C. haven’t known

D. didn’t know

C. has just talked

D. had just talked

15. — What did he just say?
— Nothing. He __________ to himself.
A. was just talking

B. is just talking

16. The cars made by our factory sell best, but 10 years ago no one could have guessed the place in the
market that they __________.
A. were to have

B. were having

C. have had

D. will have had

17. — When did the computer crash?
— This morning, while I __________ the reading materials downloaded from some websites.
A. have sorted

B. was sorting

C. am sorting

D. had sorted

18. The first time I __________ Jack, he __________ to some students at the English Corner.
A. had seen; was talked B. saw; talked

C. had seen; talked

D. saw; was talking

19. They __________ on the program for almost one week before I joined them, and now we
__________ on it as no good result have come out so far.
A. had been working; are still working

B. had worked; were still working

C. have been working; have worked

D. have worked; are still working

20. — Have you completed the project?
— I’m sorry to tell you that we __________ it when we found how much it __________.
A. have abandoned; costs

B. abandoned; cost

C. had abandoned; cost

D. abandoned; would cost

Keys: 1-5 DAABB

6-10 DDBCB

11-15 CACDA

16-20 ABDAD

1.ǏㆄṸǐDǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕Ā䞂傮н㻛ݱ䇨āˈᡰԕ⭘ᇊⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
ਕǐ൘ѝഭˈнݱ䇨䞂傮Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
2.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕ processĀ〻ᒿā઼ monitorĀⴁⶓāѻ䰤ᱟ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈᡰԕ⭘㻛ࣘ䈝
Ǐ䈖
ᘱǄ
Ǐਕǐ⭏ӗ䗷〻ѝⲴ⇿а䚃〻ᒿ䜭ѕᇶⴁⶓǄ
3.ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
䈖䀓ǐѫਕѝ⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦˈᰦ䰤ᡆᶑԦ⣦䈝Ӿਕѝ⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦ㺘ሶᶕˈণĀѫሶӾ⧠ā
Ǆ
Ǐ䈖
Ǐਕǐ⋑ᴹҠআቡ⋑ᴹᵰᡞǄ
4.ǏㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕⾆⡦↓൘ⶑ㿹ˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ䈧ᢺ᭦丣ᵪޣሿ⛩ˈ⾆⡦↓൘ⶑ㿹Ǆ
5.ǏㆄṸǐBǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ graduallyĀ䙀⑀ൠā
ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱ㺘⽪⧠䱦⇥↓䙀↕ĂĂ
Ǐ䈖
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Ǐਕ
ਕǐц⭼➔Ⲵᓄ䲿⵰⧠ԓᢰᵟⲴਁኅ↓䙀↕ᷟㄝǄ
6.ǏㆄṸǐDǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐsince Ӿਕѝ㾱⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦˈᧂ䲔 AǃC˗since ᕅሬⲴӾਕ⣦䈝ᰦˈѫਕ⭘⧠൘
ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ㠚Ӿᡁᶕࡠ䘉њᆖṑᡁᐢ㓿ᆖՊҶ 1000 њঅ䇽ҶǄ
ㆄṸǐDǄ
7.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ twice Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕Āᐢ㓿ⴻ䗷є⅑Ҷāˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ——䘉ઘᵛ৫⭥ᖡ䲒ⴻ⭥ᖡᘾѸṧ˛——ᡁᐢ㓿ⴻ䗷є⅑ҶǄ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
8.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ ever since Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦ˗伎ᵪᱟ㻛ਁ⧠ˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦⲴ㻛
Ǐ䈖
ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
Ǐਕǐ伎ᵪ 2014 ᒤཡ㚄ˈ㠚Ӿ䛓ᰦ䎧ቡаⴤ⋑ᴹࡠǄ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
9.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐuntil ᕅሬⲴ⣦䈝Ӿਕѝн㜭֯⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦˈᧂ䲔 AǃD˗it ᤷⲴᱟ projectĀ亩ⴞā
Ǐ䈖
઼ approveĀᢩ߶āѻ䰤ᱟ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈᡰԕ⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
Ǐਕǐⴤࡠ䘉њ亩ⴞ㻛ငઈՊᢩ߶ᡁՊՊᔰǄ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
10.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 up to nowĀⴤࡠ⧠൘āˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦ˗much ઼ say ѻ䰤Ѫ㻛ࣘ
ޣ㌫ˈᡰԕ⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
ǏਕǐӪԜሩ䘉䎧һ᭵Ҷ䀓нཊˈഐѪࡠ⧠൘ޣҾᆳӪԜ䈤ⲴнཊǄ
11.ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕䗷৫⋑ᴹ㻛䇹ˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
ਕǐ——ѪӰѸ⋑ᴹ৲࣐ Dona Ⲵ⭏ᰕ㚊Պ˛——⋑ᴹӪ䇹ᡁǄ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
12.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ by my motherˈਟ⸕ᱟ㻛ྸྸ䱫→Ҷˈᡰԕ⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
Ǐ䈖
Ǐਕǐᡁᵜᶕ㾱઼ᴻ৻а䎧৫㖾ഭˈնᱟྸྸ䱫→ҶᡁǄ
13.ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
䈖䀓ǐwe talked about ᱟᇊ䈝Ӿਕˈ؞侠 the personˈޣ㌫ԓ䇽 whom ⴱ⮕Ҷ˗ṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦
Ǐ䈖
䈝 last week Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ
ǏਕǐᡁԜ䈸䇪Ⲵ䛓њӪкઘᶕᡁԜᆖṑ৲㿲ҶǄ
14.ǏㆄṸǐDǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕Āн⸕䚃āᱟࡊࡊǃࡊⲴһᛵˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
Ǐਕǐ——㲲㲱ᴹєњ㛳Ǆ——ⵏⲴੇ˛䶎ᑨᴹ䏓ˈԕࡽᡁ䜭н⸕Ǆ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
15.Ǐㆄ
ˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䰞ਕˈਟ⸕ԆԜ䈸䇪䗷৫Ⲵһᛵˈ㾱㺘䗮ĀԆࡊ↓൘㠚䀰㠚䈝ā
䘋㹼ᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ——Ԇࡊ䈤ӰѸ˛——⋑ӰѸˈԆਚᱟ൘㠚䀰㠚䈝Ǆ
16.ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕ᱟሩҾ䗷৫ˈሶᶕਆᗇⲴᐲ൪ൠսˈᡰԕ were to be 㺘⽪䗷৫ሶ
ᶕǄ
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ƾ ፄ⡡࣏ߋ㘳
Ǐਕ
ਕǐᡁԜল⭏ӗⲴ⊭䖖আᗇᖸྭˈն 10 ᒤࡽ⋑ᴹӪ㜭ཏ⥌ࡠᆳԜሶᶕⲴᐲ൪ൠսǄ
17.ǏㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䰞ਕ઼ This morningˈਟ⸕䈸䇪Ⲵᱟ䗷৫Ⲵһᛵ˗while ᕅሬⲴᰦ䰤⣦䈝Ӿਕѝ
ཊ⭘䘋㹼ᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ——⭥㝁ᱟӰѸᰦ——˛ⲴⰚⱛىӺཙᰙкˈᖃᡁᢺ㖁кл䖭Ⲵ䰵䈫ᶀᯉ䘋㹼࠶㊫
ⲴᰦىǄ
18.ǏㆄṸǐDǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ The first timeˈਟ⸕䇢䘠Ⲵᱟ䗷৫Ⲵһᇎˈᡰԕㅜаオ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦ˗ㅜҼオ
Ǐ䈖
㺘䗮Ԇ↓൘ڊḀһˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐᡁㅜа⅑ⴻࡠᶠⲴݻᰦˈىԆ↓൘㤡䈝䀂઼аӋᆖ⭏㙺ཙǄ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
19.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ before I joinedˈਟ⸕ㅜаオ㺘⽪Ā䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫āˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦ˗ṩ
Ǐ䈖
ᦞㅜҼオࡽⲴ nowˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ൘ᡁ࣐ޕԆԜѻࡽˈԆԜᐢ㓿൘䘉њ亩ⴞкᐕҶаઘˈ⧠൘ᡁԜ࣋ࣚ❦ᐕˈ
ഐѪ䗴ӺѪ→䘈⋑ᴹਆᗇྭⲴ㔃᷌Ǆ
20.ǏㆄṸǐDǄ
䈖䀓ǐㅜҼオᱟ found ਾⲴᇮ䈝Ӿਕˈᡰԕ㾱⭘䗷৫Ⲵᓄᰦᘱˈᧂ䲔 A˗ᡁԜ᭮ᔳҶˈ
Ǐ䈖
ᡰԕ䘈⋑ᴹ㣡䍩ˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫ሶᶕᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ——Ԝᆼᡀ䛓њ亩ⴞҶੇ˛——ᖸ䚇Ⲵ䇹ˈᖃᡁԜਁ⧠ᆳՊ㣡ཊቁ䫡Ⲵᰦ
ىᡁԜቡ᭮ᔳҶǄ
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ㅜ2ཙ
Ǐ䰵
䰵䈫䇝㓳ǐ
Every year on my birthday since I was 11, a white gardenia (Ḱᆀ㣡) was sent to my house. No
card ever came with it. Calls to the flower shop were not helpful at all. After some time I stopped
trying to find out the sender’s name and was just pleased with the beautiful flower, in soft pink paper.
I couldn’t stop imagining who the giver might be. Some of my happiest moments were spent
daydreaming (ᒫᜣ) about the sender. My mother encouraged these daydreams. She’d ask me if I had
been especially kind to someone. Perhaps it was one of my classmates. Perhaps it was the old man who
I once helped. As a girl, I had more fun, imagining that it might be a boy that I had met.
A month before my high school graduation (∅ъ), my father died. I was so sad that I became
completely uninterested in my coming graduation dance, and I didn’t care whether I had a new dress or
not. My mother, in her own sadness, would not let me miss any of those things. She wanted her
children to feel loved. In fact, my mother wanted her children to see themselves much like the gardenia:
lovely, strong and perfect.
My mother died ten years after I was married. That was the year the gardenia stopped coming.
01. The writer received __________ on her birthday since she was 11.
A. a white gardenia

B. a card

C. a card and soft pink paper

D. a gardenia and a card

02. The writer was very __________ when she was imagining who sent the flower.
A. happy

B. sad

C. worried

D. nervous

03. It can be inferred from the passage that __________.
A. the writer didn’t get a new dress for the dance
B. the writer probably joined in the graduation dance
C. the writer’s father died ten years earlier than her mother
D. the writer’s father received a gardenia on each of his birthdays
04. The writer got the gardenias from __________ on her birthdays.
A. her classmate

B. the old man

C. the boy

D. her mother

05. The passage mainly talks about __________.
A. what a gardenia meant

B. what a girl dreamed about

C. how a mother loved her children

D. how a daughter missed her father

Ǐ䰵䈫࠶᷀ǐ
Every year on my birthday since I was 11, a white gardenia (Ḱᆀ㣡) was sent to my house. No
card ever came with it. Calls to the flower shop were not helpful at all. After some time I stopped
trying to find out the sender’s name and was just pleased with the beautiful flower, in soft pink paper.
㠚Ӿᡁ 11 ˈ⇿ᒤᡁⲴ⭏ᰕᡁ䜭Պ᭦ࡠаᶏⲭ㢢ⲴḰᆀ㣡ˈк䶒⋑ᴹ⡷ˈ㔉㣡ᓇᢃ⭥䈍
ҏṩᵜ⋑ᴹᑞࣙǄа⇥ᰦ䰤ѻਾˈᡁн䍩࣋Ⲵࠪ䘱㣡ⲴӪᱟ䈱ˈӵӵӛਇ⭘Ḅ䖟㊹㢢㓨व
- 13 -

ƾ ፄ⡡࣏ߋ㘳
⵰Ⲵ┲ӞⲴ勌㣡Ǆ
I couldn’t stop imagining who the giver might be. Some of my happiest moments were spent
daydreaming (ᒫᜣ) about the sender. My mother encouraged these daydreams. She’d ask me if I had
been especially kind to someone. Perhaps it was one of my classmates. Perhaps it was the old man
who I once helped. As a girl, I had more fun, imagining that it might be a boy that I had met.
ᡁ⾱нտ⥌ᜣалᱟ䈱䘱Ⲵ㣡ˈᒫᜣ䘱㣡㘵ⲴᰦᡀҶᡁᴰᒨ⾿ⲴаӋᰦǄྸྸ啃࣡ᡁ
䘉Ӌᒫᜣ˖ྩ䰞ᡁᱟሩḀӪ⢩࡛ྭ䗷ˈҏ䇨ᱟᡁⲴањ਼ᆖˈҏ䇨ᱟаսᡁᴮ㓿ᑞࣙ䗷Ⲵ㘱
ӪǄѪањྣᆙˈᡁ䘈ڊ䗷ᴰᴹ䏓Ⲵһᛵˈᜣ䊑⵰ਟ㜭ᱟᡁ䙷ࡠ䗷Ⲵањ⭧ᆙǄ
A month before my high school graduation (∅ъ), my father died. I was so sad that I became
completely uninterested in my coming graduation dance, and I didn’t care whether I had a new dress
or not. My mother, in her own sadness, would not let me miss any of those things. She wanted her
children to feel loved. In fact, my mother wanted her children to see themselves much like the gardenia:
lovely, strong and perfect.
൘ᡁ儈ѝ∅ъࡽⲴањᴸˈᡁ⡦Ӣ৫цҶǄᡁཚՔᗳҶԕ㠣ҾᡁᆼޘሩণሶࡠᶕⲴ∅ъ㡎
Պཡ৫Ҷޤ䏓ˈᡁҏнӻᡁᱟᴹᯠ㼉ᆀǄᡁྸྸˈ㠚ᐡҏᖸՔᗳˈতн䇙ᡁ䭉䗷䘉ӋһᛵǄ
ྩ㾱䇙ྩⲴᆙᆀᝏਇࡠ㻛⡡Ǆһᇎкˈᡁྸྸᜣ䇙ྩⲴᆙᆀ㠚ᐡۿḰᆀ㣡аṧ˖ਟ⡡ǃඊᕪǃ
ᆼ㖾Ǆ
My mother died ten years after I was married. That was the year the gardenia stopped coming.
ᡁ㔃ႊॱᒤਾ⇽Ӣ৫цҶˈ䛓аᒤ⋑ᴹ᭦ࡠḰᆀ㣡Ǆ
01. The writer received __________ on her birthday since she was 11.
A. a white gardenia

B. a card

C. a card and soft pink paper

D. a gardenia and a card

ǏㆄṸǐA
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞㅜа⇥ Every year on my birthday since I was 11, a white gardenia was sent to my house
Ǐ䈖
ਟ⸕㘵൘⭏ᰕⲴᰦى᭦ࡠаᶏⲭ㢢ⲴḰᆀ㣡Ǆ
02. The writer was very __________ when she was imagining who sent the flower.
A. happy

B. sad

C. worried

D. nervous

ǏㆄṸǐA
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞㅜҼ⇥ Some of my happiest moments were spent daydreaming about the sender ਟ⸕
Ǐ䈖
㘵൘ᒫᜣ䈱ᇴ䘱ⲴḰᆀ㣡ᰦᝏࡠᖸᒨ⾿Ǆ
03. It can be inferred from the passage that __________.
A. the writer didn’t get a new dress for the dance
B. the writer probably joined in the graduation dance
C. the writer’s father died ten years earlier than her mother
D. the writer’s father received a gardenia on each of his birthdays
ǏㆄṸǐB
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞㅜй⇥ My mother, in her own sadness, would not let me miss any of those things. She
wanted her children to feel lovedˈਟԕ᧘ᯝࠪ㘵৲࣐Ҷ∅ъ㡎ՊǄ
04. The writer got the gardenias from __________ on her birthdays.
A. her classmate

B. the old man

C. the boy
- 14 -
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ƾ ߋ㘳⇿ཙа㓳g㤡䈝࠶
Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐD
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᴰਾа⇥ My mother died ten years after I was married. That was the year the gardenia
stopped comingˈਟԕ᧘ᯝࠪᱟྸྸᇴ䘱ⲴḰᆀ㣡Ǆ
05. The passage mainly talks about __________.
A. what a gardenia meant

B. what a girl dreamed about

C. how a mother loved her children

D. how a daughter missed her father

ǏㆄṸǐC
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᴰਾа⇥ˈਟԕⴻࠪаս⇽Ӣሩᆙᆀ唈唈Ⲵ⡡Ǆ
Ǐ䈖
Ǐ䇽≷ᤃኅǐ
imagine [ܼ'mædܼݤn] vt. ᜣ䊑˗䇮ᜣ
You can imagine how surprised I was. ਟԕᜣ䊑ᡁᱟཊѸ䇦Ǆ
It is hard to imagine the scale of the universe. ᖸ䳮ᜣ䊑ᆷᇉᴹཊབྷǄ
Imagine yourself to be on a desert island. 䇮ᜣал䓛༴㦂ዋⲴᛵᖒǄ
encourage

[ܼn'kݞrܼd ]ݤvt. 啃࣡˗׳䘋
Her success encouraged me to try the same thing. ྩⲴᡀ࣏啃࣡ᡁቍ䈅਼ڊṧⲴһǄ
Her parents encouraged her in her studies. ྩⲴ⡦⇽啃࣡ྩྭྭᆖҐǄ
He aims to encourage mutual understanding. ԆⲴⴞⲴ൘Ҿ䘋ӂҶ䀓Ǆ

especially [ܼ'speݕԥli] adv. ⢩࡛˗ቔަ
Christmas is a time of mirth, especially for children. 䈎㢲ᱟњᘛҀⲴᰕᆀˈቔަᱟሩ
ᆙᆀԜǄ
Noise is unpleasant, especially when you are trying to sleep. ಚ丣ԔӪ䇘়ˈቔަᖃᜣ
ⶑ㿹ⲴᰦىǄ
completely

[kԥP SOLޝWOL@

adv. ᆼޘൠ˗ॱ࠶ൠ˗❦ޘ

He is a contemporary of mine, but our experiences are completely different.
Ԇ઼ᡁᱟ਼喴ӪˈնᡁԜⲴ㓿শᡚ❦н਼Ǆ
The army made a completely successful attack on the enemy capital. ߋ䱏᭫ࠫ᭼Ӫ俆䜭
Ⲵ㹼ࣘ䶎ᑨᡀ࣏Ǆ
perfect ['pޝܮIܼkt]

adj. ᆼ㖾Ⲵ˗ᆼⲴޘ

Laurel was a perfect girl in every way. Ӿᯩ䶒䇢ˈ㖇䜭ᱟањᆼ㖾ⲴྣᆙǄ
No one expects you to be perfect, but we do expect you to do your best always.
⋑Ӫᤷᵋᆼ㖾ᰐ㕪ˈնᱟᡁԜᵋ≨䘌ቭᴰབྷⲴࣚ࣋Ǆ
Ǐ㘫䈁䇝㓳ǐ
1. ਟԕᜣ䊑ᡁᱟཊѸ䇦Ǆ
__________________________________________________________________________________
2. ྩⲴ⡦⇽啃࣡ྩྭྭᆖҐǄ
__________________________________________________________________________________
3. ߋ䱏᭫ࠫ᭼Ӫ俆䜭Ⲵ㹼ࣘ䶎ᑨᡀ࣏Ǆ
__________________________________________________________________________________
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4. ಚ丣ԔӪ䇘়ˈቔަᖃᜣⶑ㿹ⲴᰦىǄ
__________________________________________________________________________________
5. ⋑Ӫᤷᵋᆼ㖾ᰐ㕪ˈնᱟᡁԜᵋ≨䘌ቭᴰབྷⲴࣚ࣋Ǆ
__________________________________________________________________________________
6. After some time I stopped trying to find out the sender’s name and was just pleased with the
beautiful flower, in soft pink paper.
__________________________________________________________________________________
7. Some of my happiest moments were spent daydreaming about the sender.
__________________________________________________________________________________
8. I was so sad that I became completely uninterested in my coming graduation dance, and I didn’t care
whether I had a new dress or not.
__________________________________________________________________________________
9. You will be capable of meeting any challenge either in the army or after the army.
__________________________________________________________________________________
10. To learn more about basic combat training, you should talk with someone who’s been through it
himself.
__________________________________________________________________________________
Keys:
1. You can imagine how surprised I was.
2. Her parents encouraged her in her studies.
3. The army made a completely successful attack on the enemy capital.
4. Noise is unpleasant, especially when you are trying to sleep.
5. No one expects you to be perfect, but we do expect you to do your best always.
6. а⇥ᰦ䰤ѻਾˈᡁн䍩࣋Ⲵࠪ䘱㣡ⲴӪᱟ䈱ˈӵӵӛਇ⭘Ḅ䖟㊹㢢㓨व⵰Ⲵ┲ӞⲴ勌㣡Ǆ
7. ᒫᜣ䘱㣡㘵ⲴᰦᡀҶᡁᴰᒨ⾿ⲴаӋᰦǄ
8. ᡁཚՔᗳҶԕ㠣ҾᡁᆼޘሩণሶࡠᶕⲴ∅ъ㡎Պཡ৫Ҷޤ䏓ˈᡁҏнӻᡁᱟᴹᯠ㼉ᆀǄ
9. ሶᮒҾ᧕ਇԫօᡈ——н㇑ᱟ൘ᴽᖩᵏ䰤䘈ᱟ൘䘰ԽѻਾǄ
10. ѪᴤཊҶ䀓ᡈᯇสᵜ䇝㓳Ⲵสᵜ⸕䇶ˈᓄ䈕ཊੁ㓿শ䗷䇝㓳ⲴӪ䇘ᮉǄ
Ǐᆼᖒ䇝㓳ǐ
When I was in primary school, I had a big argument with a boy in my class. I can’t
was about, but I have never forgotten the

2
4

what it

I learned that day.

I was sure that I was right and he was wrong.
he was right. The teacher decided to

1

3

, he strongly believed that I was wrong and

us a lesson. She came up with a good idea. She brought

both of us to the front of the class and placed him on one side of her grey desk and me on
the middle of the desk was a large, round object. It was

6

5 . In

for me to see that it was black. She

asked the boy what color the object was. “ 7 ,” he answered in a loud voice.
I couldn’t

8

that the object was white, considering that it was certainly black! One more

argument started between the boy and me, this time

9

the color of the object.

The teacher told me to go stand where the boy was standing and told him to come stand where I
- 16 -
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had been. We changed
I

11

two

10

, and then she asked me what the color of the object was.

answer, “White.” It was then that I knew what was wrong. It was an object with

12

colored sides, and from his side it was white.

13

from my side was it black.

My teacher taught me a very important lesson that day: You must
position and look at the

15

14

in other person’s

through their eyes in order to truly understand their ideas.

1. A. understand

B. remember

C. explain

D. learn

2. A. class

B. subject

C. lesson

D. idea

3. A. Actually

B. Also

C. However

D. So

4. A. teach

B. make

C. get

D. send

5. A. another

B. other

C. the other

D. the others

6. A. hard

B. clear

C. lucky

D. unlucky

7. A. Black

B. White

C. Grey

D. Blue

8. A. realize

B. describe

C. believe

D. see

9. A. like

B. against

C. about

D. at

10. A. places

B. objects

C. opinions

D. desks

11. A. could

B. should

C. had to

D. would

12. A. similarly

B. differently

C. brightly

D. hardly

13. A. But

B. Still

C. Only

D. And

14. A. appear

B. hide

C. sit

D. stand

15. A. discussion

B. decision

C. solution

D. situation

Keys: 1-5 BCCAC

6-10 BBCCA

11-15 CBCDD

1.ǏㆄṸǐB
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞл᮷ never forgottenˈਟ⸕ᱟн䇠ᗇˈᡰԕ⭘ rememberǄ
Ǐ䈖
ㆄṸǐC
2.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞл᮷ My teacher taught me a very important lesson that dayˈਟ⸕ᱟᗇࡠⲴᮉ䇝
˄lesson˅Ǆ
3.ǏㆄṸǐC
䈖䀓ǐࡽਾᱟ䖜ᣈޣ㌫ˈᡰԕ⭘ howeverĀ❦㘼ā
Ǆ
Ǐ䈖
ㆄṸǐA
4.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞл᮷ taught me a very important lessonˈਟ⸕⭘ teachǄ
ㆄṸǐC
5.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṼᆀⲴਖа䶒ˈᡰԕ⭘є㘵ѝⲴਖањ˄the other˅Ǆ
ㆄṸǐB
6.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᖸᱮ❦ˈ䛓њ⢙փᱟ唁㢢ⲴǄ
7.ǏㆄṸǐB
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞл᮷ the object was whiteˈਟ⸕⭧ᆙ䈤ᱟĀⲭ㢢ⲴāǄ
8.ǏㆄṸǐC
Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞл᮷ considering that it was certainly blackˈਟ⸕㠚ᐡн㜭ᜣ䊑˄believe˅
ㆄṸǐC
9.Ǐㆄ
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Ǐ䈖
䈖䀓ǐargument aboutĀޣҾĂĂⲴҹ䇪āǄ
10.ǏㆄṸǐA
Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞࡽ᮷Ⲵ䇢䘠ˈਟ⸕ᱟӔᦒҶൠ⛩˄place˅
11.ǏㆄṸǐC
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᡁнᗇн䈤ᱟⲭ㢢ⲴǄ
ㆄṸǐB
12.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞࡽ᮷Ⲵ䇢䘠ˈਟ⸕ᱟањᴹєн਼仌㢢Ⲵ⢙փǄ
Ǐ䈖
ㆄṸǐC
13.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐਕᆀ was it black ֯⭘Ҷق㻵ˈᡰԕ only 㾱᭮൘ਕ俆Ǆ
Ǐ䈖
ㆄṸǐD
14.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐᗵ享ㄉ൘࡛ӪⲴս㖞кǄ
Ǐ䈖
ㆄṸǐD
15.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐ䙊䗷࡛ӪⲴݹᶕⴻᖒ࣯˄situation˅
Ǆ
Ǐ䈖
Ǐ䈝⌅䍍ǐ

ᰦᘱǃ䈝ᘱу仈˄Ҽ˅
1. The house belongs to my aunt but she __________ here any more.
A. hasn’t lived

B. didn’t live

C. hadn’t lived

D. doesn’t live

2. Look at the timetable. Hurry up! Flight 4026 __________ off at 18:20.
A. takes

B. took

C. will be taken

D. has taken

3. Little Tony is generally healthy, but now and then he __________ a cold.
A. has caught

B. is catching

C. will catch

D. catches

4. This machine __________. It hasn’t worked for years.
A. didn’t work

B. wasn’t working

C. doesn’t work

D. isn’t working

5. It’s a custom in China to have some tea or other drinks before the meal __________.
A. serves

B. served

C. is served

D. to be served

6. I know a little bit about Italy as my wife and I __________ there several years ago.
A. are going

B. had been

C. went

D. have been

7. I _____ in London for many years, but I’ve never regretted my final decision to move back to China.
A. lived

B. was living

C. have lived

D. had lived

8. — Did you tidy your room?
— No, I was going to tidy my room but I __________ visitors.
A. had

B. have

C. have had

D. will have

9. As the years passed, many occasions — birthdays, awards, graduations — ____ with Dad’s flowers.
A. are marked

B. were marked

C. have marked

D. had marked

10. It is said that the early European playing-cards __________ for entertainment and education.
A. were being designed B. have designed

C. have been designed
- 18 -
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11. The moment the 28th Olympic Games __________ open, the whole world cheered.
A. declared

B. have been declared

C. have declared

D. were declared

12. — You look very tired. __________ well last night?
— No, not really. I’m tired out now.
A. Do you sleep

B. Were you sleeping

C. Did you sleep

D. Had you slept

13. Julia became quite cross when Mike __________ up, for she had stood in the rain for half an hour
waiting for him.
A. turned

B. would turn

C. was turning

D. had turned

14. I __________ in a foreign company for five years. Still, I don’t regret having given up the
well-paid post.
A. worked

B. have worked

C. was working

D. had worked

15. They met one day in college while she was reading a book in the library and he __________ down
beside her.
A. was sitting

B. sat

C. had sit

D. sits

16. — Where did you put the keys of car?
— Oh, I __________ I put them on the chair because the phone rang as I __________ in.
A. remembered; come

B. remembered; was coming

C. remember; come

D. remember; was coming

17. — Sorry for being late, Cathy. I was held up in the traffic. Never __________ the traffic would be
so heavy.
— It’s all right, Joe. I ____________ the newspaper, anyway.
A. have I expected; am reading

B. did I expect; have been reading

C. would I expect; read

D. had I expected; have read

18. — How can I apply for an online course?
— Just fill out this form and we __________ what we can do for you.
A. see

B. are seeing

C. have seen

D. will see

19. — __________ leave at the end of this month.
— I don’t think you should do that until __________ another job.
A. I’m going to; you’d found

B. I’m going to; you’ve found

C. I’ll; you’ll find

D. I’ll; you’d find

20. I think it is necessary for my 19-year-old son to have his own mobile phone, for I sometimes want
to make sure if he __________ home for dinner.
A. come

B. comes

C. has come

D. will come

C. had kept

D. had been kept

21. — Your job __________ open for your return.
— Thanks.
A. will be kept

B. will keep

22. When you arrive, I __________ in reception for you.
A. wait

B. am waiting

C. am going to wait

D. will be waiting

23. Cold winters in Europe __________ almost entirely by 2080 because of the continuously global
warming nowadays.
- 19 -
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A. are disappearing

B. have disappeared

C. will have disappeared

D. will be disappeared

24. — May I speak to your manager at three o’clock tomorrow afternoon?
— I’m sorry. He __________ to Shanghai by then.
A. will have flown

B. had flown

C. can have flown

D. has flown

25. — Are you still busy?
— Yes, I _________ my work, and it won’t take long.
A. just finish

B. am just finishing

C. have just finished

D. am just going to finish

26. Ladies and gentlemen, please fasten your seat belts. The plane __________.
A. takes off

B. is taking off

C. has taken off

D. took off

27. I have to go to work by taxi because my car __________ at the garage.
A. will be repaired

B. is repaired

C. is being repaired

D. has been repaired

28. A Chinese TV series with the theme of anti-Japanese war during the Second World War
__________ on Pyongyang’s television screens, drawing great attention from viewers.
A. is broadcasting

B. has broadcast

C. is being broadcast

D. has been broadcast

29. Although medical science __________ control over several dangerous diseases, what worries us is
that some of them are returning.
A. achieved

B. has achieved

C. will achieve

D. had achieved

30. Police are now searching for a woman who is reported to __________ since the flood hit the area
last Friday.
A. have been missing

B. have got lost

C. be missing

D. get lost

31. — __________ you __________ him around the museum yet?
— Yes. We had a great time there.
A. Have; shown

B. Do; show

C. Had; shown

D. Did; show

32. With the help of high technology, more and more new substances __________ in the past years.
A. discovered

B. have discovered

C. had been discovered D. have been discovered

33. Danny __________ hard for long to realize his dream and now he is popular.
A. works

B. is working

C. has worked

D. worked

34. My friend, who __________ on the International Olympic Committee all his life, is retiring next
month.
A. served

B. is serving

C. had served

D. has served

35. — Late again! Where __________?
— Sorry, I __________ in the heavy traffic, or I would have been here earlier.
A. were you; have got stuck

B. have you been; have got stuck

C. were you; got stuck

D. have you been; got stuck

36. Kobe Bryant hopes to play for the Chicago Bulls, but so far the two teams __________ to a trade.
A. didn’t agree

B. don’t agree

C. haven’t agreed

D. hadn’t agreed

37. I won’t tell the student the answer to the math problem until he __________ on it for more than an
hour.
- 20 -
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A. has been working

B. will have worked

C. will have been working

D. had worked

38. — I have got a headache.
— No wonder. You __________ in front of that computer too long.
A. work

B. are working

C. have been working

D. worked

39. Cathy is taking notes of the grammatical rules in class at Sunshine School, where she __________
English for a year.
A. studies

B. studied

C. is studying

D. has been studying

40. — Hurry, Kitty!
— Oh, damn! Both my legs are nearly to give out. I __________ for hours like a dog.
A. have walked

B. walked

C. have been walking

D. am walking

41. She ought to stop working. She has a headache because she __________ all day long.
A. has been reading

B. had read

C. is reading

D. read

42. — I saw Jane and her boyfriend in the park at eight yesterday evening.
— Impossible. She __________ TV with me in my home then.
A. watched

B. had watched

C. would watch

D. was watching

43. — Ouch! You hurt me!
— I am sorry. But I __________ any harm. I __________ to drive a rat out.
A. didn’t mean; tried

B. don’t mean; am trying

C. haven’t meant; tried

D. didn’t mean; was trying

44. — It was really very kind of you to give me a lift home.
— Oh, don’t mention it. I __________ past your house anyway.
A. was coming

B. will come

C. had come

D. have come

45. — Is there anything wrong, Bob? You look sad.
— Oh, nothing much. In fact, I __________ of my friends back home.
A. have just thought

B. was just thinking

C. would just think

D. will just be thinking

C. would read

D. am reading

46. — Did you see a man in black pass by just now?
— No, sir. I __________ a newspaper.
A. read

B. was reading

47. — Sorry to have interrupted you. Please go on.
— Then, where was I?
— You __________ you didn’t adapt to the way that the people lived there.
A. had said

B. said

C. were saying

D. had been saying

48. World War II ___________ when Anthony started school in 1942.
A. had been fought

B. was fighting

C. was being fought

D. was fought

49. In a room above the store, where a party __________, some workers were busily setting the table.
A. was to be held

B. has been held

C. will be held

D. is being held

50. — Tom, you didn’t come to the party last night?
— I __________, but I suddenly remembered I had homework to do.
A. had to

B. didn’t

C. was going to
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51. Mr Alcott told me that four fifths of the houses __________.
A. have been sold out

B. had been sold out

C. were sold out

D. was sold out

52. The policeman’s attention was suddenly caught by a small black box which ________ placed under
the minister’s car.
A. has been

B. was being

C. had been

D. would be

53. The young girl sitting next to me on the plane was very nervous. She __________ before.
A. hasn’t flown

B. didn’t fly

C. hadn’t flown

D. wasn’t flying

54. I was giving a talk to a large group of people, the same talk I ______ to half a dozen other groups.
A. was giving

B. am giving

C. had given

D. have given

55. They became friends again that day. Until then, they ________ to each other for nearly two years.
A. didn’t speak

B. hadn’t spoken

C. haven’t spoken

D. haven’t been speaking

56. I __________ there little more than a week when I set to work with the scientist.
A. would be

B. have been

C. had been

D. will be

57. — Did Alan enjoy seeing his old friends yesterday?
— Yes, he did. He __________ his old friends for a long time.
A. didn’t see

B. wouldn’t see

C. hasn’t seen

D. hadn’t seen

58. At the end of the meeting, it was announced that an agreement __________.
A. has been reached

B. had been reached

C. has reached

D. had reached

59. John, a friend of mine, who got married only last week, spent $3,000 more than he __________ for
the wedding.
A. will plan

B. has planned

C. would plan

D. had planned

60. The People’s Republic of China __________ on October 1, 1949.
A. found

B. was founded

C. is founded

D. was found

61. It __________ whether she will get her work in the hospital.
A. hasn’t been decided B. isn’t deciding

C. doesn’t decide

D. hasn’t decided

62. — What happened to the priceless works of art?
— __________.
A. They were destroyed in the earthquake

B. The earthquake was destroying them

C. They destroyed in the earthquake

D. The earthquake destroyed them

63. Rainforests __________ and burned at such a speed that they will disappear from the earth in the
near future.
A. cut

B. are cut

C. are being cut

D. had been cut

64. I __________ ten minutes to decide whether I should reject the offer.
A gave

B. was given

C. was giving

D. had given

65. If you go there alone after dark you might get __________.
A. attacked and robbed

B. attacking and robbing

B. to attack and rob

D. to be attacked and robbed
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Keys: 1-5 DADCC

6-10 CAABD

11-15 DCAAB

26-30 BCCBA

31-35 ADCDD

36-40 CACDC

51-55 BCCCB

56-60 CDBDB

61-65 AACBA

16-20 DBDBD
41-45 ADDAB

21-25 ADCAB
46-50 BCCAC

1.ǏㆄṸǐDǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐbut 䘎᧕䖜ᣈޣ㌫Ⲵᒦࡇਕˈࡽа࠶ਕ⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦˈਾа࠶ਕҏ㾱⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦǄ
ਕǐᡯᆀᱟᡁခခⲴˈնྩ⧠൘н൘䘉ݯտҶǄ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
2.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐ᤹➗ᰦ㺘ਁ⭏Ⲵࣘ⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐⴻᰦ㺘Ǆᘛ⛩ʽ4026 㡚⨝ 18:20 䎧伎Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐDǄ
3.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 now and then˄ᰦнᰦൠ˅ˈਟ⸕⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐሿᢈቬ䙊ᑨᖸڕᓧˈնᰦнᰦൠҏՊᝏ߂Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
4.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐа㡜⧠൘ᰦਟԕ㺘⽪⧠൘Ⲵһᇎˈа㡜Ⲵ⣦ᘱǄ
Ǐ䈖
Ǐਕǐ䘉ਠᵪಘнᐕᴹࠐᒤҶǄ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
5.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐmeal ઼ serveĀᴽ࣑ˈк㨌āѻ䰤Ѫ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈᡰԕ⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱ˗before ᕅሬⲴᰦ䰤
Ǐ䈖
⣦䈝Ӿਕѝ㾱֯⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ൘ѝഭˈ൘к↓佀ѻࡽ்ݸаӋ㥦ᡆަԆ侞ᯉᱟањҐ؇Ǆ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
6.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 several years ago˄ࠐᒤࡽ˅Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐᡁ⸕䚃а⛩བྷ࡙䈝ˈഐѪᡁᆀ઼ᡁࠐᒤࡽ৫䗷䛓ݯǄ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
7.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞਾॺਕ but I’ve never regretted my final decision to move back to Chinaˈਟ⸕൘Ֆ
Ǐ䈖
ᮖտᱟ൘䗷৫ˈ⧠൘ᐢ㓿എࡠѝഭҶˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐᡁ൘ՖᮖտҶᖸཊᒤˈնᱟᡁнਾᛄᴰ㓸ߣᇊഎࡠҶѝഭǄ
8.ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䰞ਕ઼ㆄ䈝ˈਟ⸕䇢䘠䗷৫Ⲵһᛵˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ——ᮤ⨶ᡯ䰤Ҷੇ˛——⋑ᴹˈᡁࡊ㾱৫ᢃ㇇ᡯ䰤ˈնケ❦ᶕҶ䇯ᇒǄ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
9.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝Ӿਕ As the years passed, many occasionsˈਟ⸕䇢䘠Ⲵᱟ䗷৫Ⲵһᛵˈᡰ
ԕ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ䲿⵰ᰦ䰤Ⲵ䗷৫ˈᖸཊ൪ਸ——⭏ᰕǃ㧧྆ǃ∅ъ——䜭⭡⡦ӢⲴ勌㣡ᶕᒶ⾍Ǆ
ㆄṸǐDǄ
10.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ early Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕䇢䘠Ⲵ䗷৫Ⲵһᇎˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐᦞ䈤ᰙᵏ⅗⍢Ⲵ㓨⡼ᱟ䇮䇑ᶕၡҀ઼ᮉ㛢ⲴǄ
11.ǏㆄṸǐDǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞѫਕѝⲴᰦᘱ the whole world cheeredˈਟ⸕Ӿਕѝ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦ˗Olympic Games
઼ declareĀᇓᐳāᱟ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈᡰԕ⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
Ǐਕǐㅜ 28 ቺྕ᷇३ݻ䘀ࣘՊаᇓᐳᔰᒅˈᮤњц⭼ቡ⋨㞮ҶǄ
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12.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 last nightˈਟ⸕⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ——ⴻ䎧ᶕᖸ㍟ˈ᱘ⶑྭҶੇ˛——⋑ᴹˈ⧠൘ᡁഠൿҶǄ
13.ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐѫਕѝ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦ becameˈ䇢䘠Ⲵᱟ䗷৫ⲴһᇎˈᡰԕӾਕѝҏ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ
ਕǐᖃ䗸Ⲵ⧠ࠪݻᰦى㥡㦹ӊ䶎ᑨ⭏≄ˈഐѪྩᐢ㓿൘䴘ѝㅹҶԆॺሿᰦҶǄ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
14.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ I don’t regret having given upˈਟ⸕൘ཆഭޜਨᐕᱟ䗷৫Ⲵһᛵˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜
Ǐ䈖
䗷৫ᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐᡁ൘аᇦཆഭޜਨᐕҶӄᒤˈᡁӽ❦нਾᛄ᭮ᔳ䛓ԭ儈㯚ⲴᐕǄ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
15.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ and Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕䘉䟼ᱟо met ᒦࡇⲴ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽ˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐᴹаཙᖃྩ൘മҖ侶䈫ҖⲴᰦˈىԆԜ൘བྷᆖ䟼㿱Ҷ䶒ˈԆࡠҶྩⲴᯱ䗩Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐDǄ
16.Ǐㆄ
ˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦˈᧂ䲔 AǃB˗ㅜҼオᱟᰦ䰤⣦䈝
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐㅜаオ㺘⽪Ā⧠൘ӽ❦䇠ᗇā
Ӿਕѝˈѫਕ⭘Ҷа㡜䗷৫ᰦ rangˈᡰԕӾਕѝ⭘ᓄⲴ䗷৫ᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ——ᢺ䖖䫕ॉ᭮൘ଚ䟼Ҷ˛——ଖˈᡁ䇠ᗇ᭮൘ἵᆀкҶˈഐѪᡁ䘋ᶕⲴᰦ⭥ى
䈍䫳૽ҶǄ
17.ǏㆄṸǐBǄ
䈖䀓ǐㅜаオ㺘⽪䗷৫⋑ᴹᜣࡠˈᡰԕਟԕ⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦᡆа㡜䗷৫ᰦ˗ㅜҼオ㺘⽪аⴤ
Ǐ䈖
൘䈫ᣕ㓨ˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ——ࠟ㾯ˈሩн䎧ᡁᶕҶǄ䖖Ҷˈᡁ⋑ᴹᜣࡠӔ䙊Պ䘉ѸǄ——⋑ޣ㌫ˈ҄ˈ
ᡁаⴤ൘䈫ᣕ㓨Ǆ
18.ǏㆄṸǐDǄ
䈖䀓ǐĀ⽸֯ਕ+and / or +䱸䘠ਕ˄ཊ⭘ሶᶕᰦᡆᛵᘱࣘ䇽˅
āˈѪപᇊਕᔿǄ
Ǐ䈖
Ǐਕǐ——ᡁᘾѸ⭣䈧㖁к䈮〻˛——ݸປ䘉њ㺘ˈᡁԜⴻⴻ㜭ѪڊӰѸǄ
19.ǏㆄṸǐBǄ
䈖䀓ǐuntil ᕅሬⲴᰦ䰤⣦䈝Ӿਕѝˈн㜭֯⭘ሶᶕᰦˈᧂ䲔 CǃD˗A 亩ѝ you’d found ᱟ
Ǐ䈖
you had foundˈ⋑ᴹа㡜䗷৫ᰦˈн㜭֯⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ——䘉њᴸᓅᡁᢃ㇇䗎㙼ҶǄ——ᡁ䇔Ѫݸ㾱ࡠаԭᐕ䛓ṧڊǄ
20.ǏㆄṸǐDǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕㾱㺘䗮Āᜣ⺞䇔Ԇ˄ሶᶕ˅ᱟՊᶕਲ਼依ā
ˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
Ǐਕǐᡁ䇔Ѫᡁ 19 Ⲵݯᆀᖸᴹᗵ㾱ᴹ㠚ᐡⲴᵪˈഐѪᴹᰦىᡁᜣ⺞䇔Ԇᱟഎᶕਲ਼依Ǆ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
21.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕ᐕሶѪˈ⮉؍ᡰԕ⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
Ǐਕǐ——ⲴᐕሶѪࡠ⮉؍എᶕǄ——䉒䉒Ǆ
22.ǏㆄṸǐDǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐwhen ᕅሬⲴᰦ䰤⣦䈝Ӿਕѝ⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕˈф arrive ᱟ⸝Ჲࣘ䇽ˈ㺘⽪ࡠ
䗮Ⲵ䛓аᰦ↓൘ˈڊᡰԕ⭘ሶᶕ䘋㹼ᰦǄ
ǏਕǐᖃࡠⲴᰦˈىᡁሶ൘᧕ᖵᇔㅹǄ
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23.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 by 2080˄ࡠ 2080 ᒤѻࡽ˅ˈਟ⸕⭘ሶᶕᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ⅗⍢Ⲵሂߜࡠ 2080 ᒤࡽࠐѾޘ䜘⎸ཡˈ⭡Ҿ⧠൘⨳ޘᤱ㔝ਈ᳆Ǆ
24.ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐby then = by three o’clock tomorrow afternoonˈᡰԕ⭘ሶᶕᆼᡀᰦǄ
ਕǐ——᰾ཙлॸй⛩䫏ˈᡁਟԕ䐏Ԝ㓿⨶㙺㙺ੇ˛——ሩн䎧ˈࡠ䛓ᰦԆሶ伎ᖰк
Ǐਕ
⎧Ǆ
25.ǏㆄṸǐBǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ it won’t take longˈਟ⸕ᐕᐢ㓿ᔰˈ傜к㾱㔃ᶏˈᡰԕ⭘⸝Ჲࣘ䇽Ⲵ䘋㹼ᰦ
Ǐ䈖
㺘⽪ሶᶕǄ
Ǐਕǐ——䘈ᘉੇ˛——ᱟⲴˈᡁቡ㾱ᆼᡀᐕҶˈнՊཚ䮯Ǆ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
26.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕伎ᵪণሶ䎧伎ˈᡰԕ⭘䘋㹼ᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐྣ༛Ԝˈ⭏ݸԜˈ䈧㌫ྭᆹޘᑖˈ伎ᵪণሶ䎧伎Ǆ
Ǐਕ
27.ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕䖖↓൘⨶؞ল㔤ˈ؞ᡰԕ⭘䘋㹼ᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐᡁᗇᢃ䖖৫к⨝ˈഐѪᡁⲴ䖖↓൘⨶؞ল㔤؞Ǆ
Ǐਕ
28.ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕⭥㿶↓൘ࠪˈᡰԕ⭘䘋㹼ᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐа䜘Ҽᡈᰦᵏѝഭᣇᰕ仈ᶀⲴ⭥㿶↓൘ᒣ༔✝ˈ੨ᕅҶᖸཊ㿲ՇǄ
Ǐਕ
29.ǏㆄṸǐB.
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕५㦟ᆖᐢ㓿᧗ࡦҶཊড䲙⯮⯵ˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǄ
ਕǐቭ㇑५㦟ᆖᐢ㓿᧗ࡦҶཊড䲙⯮⯵ˈԔᡁԜᣵᗳⲴᱟᴹӋՊ༽ਁǄ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
30.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ since Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕⭘ᆼᡀᖒᔿˈф⭘ᔦ㔝ࣘ䇽 been missingǄ
Ǐ䈖
Ǐਕǐ㠚Ӿкઘӄ⍚≤㻝ࠫ䘉њൠ४ˈ䆖ሏ⧠൘൘ራ䛓њཡ䑚Ⲵྣ༛Ǆ
31.ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ yet Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ——ᑖԆࡠঊ⢙侶䖜Ҷ䖜ੇ˛——ᱟⲴˈᡁԜ൘䛓⧙ݯᗇᖸᔰᗳǄ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐDǄ
32.Ǐㆄ
Ā⢙䍘ā઼Āਁ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 in the past years˄൘䗷৫Ⲵࠐᒤ˅ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦ˗
⧠āᱟ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈᡰԕ⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
Ǐਕǐ൘儈、ᢰⲴᑞࣙлˈ൘䗷৫Ⲵࠐᒤਁ⧠Ҷ䎺ᶕ䎺ཊⲴᯠ⢙䍘Ǆ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
33.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ now he is popularˈਟ⸕Ԇᐢ㓿ࣚ࣋ᐕҶᖸ䮯ᰦ䰤ˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐѩࣚ࣋ᐕҶᖸ䮯ᰦ䰤ᇎ⧠Ҷ㠚ᐡⲴỖᜣˈԆ⧠൘ᖸਇ⅒䗾Ǆ
34.ǏㆄṸǐDǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕Ԇᐢ㓿൘ྕ㓴ငᐕҶа⭏ˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǄ
ǏਕǐᡁⲴᴻ৻ˈ൘ྕ㓴ငᐕҶа⭏ˈлњᴸቡ㾱䘰ՁҶǄ
ㆄṸǐDǄ
35.Ǐㆄ
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ƾ ፄ⡡࣏ߋ㘳
Ǐ䈖
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ Late againˈਟ⸕ᕪ䈳ሩ⧠൘Ⲵᖡ૽ˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦ˗ㅜҼオᱟ䗷৫Ⲵһᇎˈ
ᡰԕ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ——৸䘏ࡠҶˈ৫ଚҶ˛——ሩн䎧ˈ䖖ҶˈࡉᡁՊᰙ⛩ࡠ䘉ⲴݯǄ
36.ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ so far Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǄ
ਕǐ、∄gᐳ㧡ᚙ⢩ᐼᵋѪ㣍࣐କޜ⢋䱏ᢃ⨳ˈն䗴ӺѪ→є䱏ᒦ⋑ᴹ䗮ᡀॿ䇞Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
37.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐuntil ᕅሬⲴᰦ䰤⣦䈝Ӿਕѝн㜭֯⭘ሶᶕᰦˈᧂ䲔 BǃC˗仈ᒢѝ⋑ᴹа㡜䗷৫ᰦˈ
Ǐ䈖
н㜭֯⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦˈᧂ䲔 DǄ
Ǐਕǐⴤࡠᆖ⭏Ԝ൘䘉䚃ᮠᆖ仈к㣡кањཊሿᰦⲴᰦ䰤ˈᡁՊ䇹ԆԜㆄṸǄ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
38.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕аⴤ൘⭥㝁ࡽᐕˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ——ᡁᴹ⛩ཤ⯬Ǆ——䳮ᙚˈ൘⭥㝁ࡽᐕⲴᰦ䰤ཚ䮯ҶǄ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐDǄ
39.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕ࠟ㾯ᐢ㓿ᆖҶаᒤˈ䘈ਟ㜭㔗㔝ᆖˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦǄ
ਕǐࠟ㾯൘䱣ݹᆖṑ䈮к䇠䈝⌅ㅄ䇠ˈ൘䛓䟼ྩᐢ㓿ᆖҐҶаᒤǄ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
40.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕аⴤ䎠Ҷᖸ䮯ᰦ䰤ˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦǄ
ਕǐ——ᘛ⛩ˈKittyǄ——ଖˈ㘱ཙੰǄᡁⲴৼ㞯䜭䎠нࣘҶǄᡁ⤇ۿаṧ䎠Ҷྭ䮯ᰦ
Ǐਕ
䰤ҶǄ
41.ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ all day longˈਟ⸕аᮤཙ䜭൘ˈڊᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦǄ
ਕǐྩᓄ䈕ڌлᶕˈྩཤᖸ⯬ഐѪྩаᮤཙ䜭൘䈫Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐDǄ
42.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐthen = at eight yesterday evening 㺘⽪䗷৫ⲴḀаᰦˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
Ǐਕǐ——᱘ཙкᡁ൘ޜഝⴻࡠ⧽઼ྩ⭧ᴻ৻ҶǄ——нਟ㜭ˈ䛓ᰦ↓ྩى൘ᡁᇦ઼ᡁ
ⴻ⭥㿶Ǆ
43.ǏㆄṸǐDǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕ᖃᰦᰐՔᇣˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦ˗ㅜҼオ㺘⽪䛓ᰦ↓ى൘傡䎦㘱
Ǐ䈖
啐ˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ——ଖˈՔࡠᡁҶǄ——ሩн䎧ˈᡁᰐⲴˈᡁ൘傡䎦㘱啐Ǆ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
44.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕䛓ᰦىᡁࡊྭ䐟䗷ᇦˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦǄ
ਕǐ——ᖸᝏ䉒䇙ᡁᩝׯ䖖എᇦǄ——нᇒ≄ˈᡁࡊྭ䐟䗷ᇦǄ
Ǐਕ
45.ǏㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕䛓ᰦىᡁਚᱟ൘ᜣᘥᡁᇦґⲴᴻ৻ˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ——ࠪҶӰѸ䰞仈ੇˈ劽ࣳ˛ⴻ䎧ᶕᖸՔᗳǄ——ଖˈ⋑ӰѸǄһᇎкˈᡁਚᱟ
൘ᜣᡁᇦґⲴᴻ৻Ǆ
46.ǏㆄṸǐBǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕㺘䗮䛓ᰦىᡁ↓൘䈫ᣕ㓨ˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
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Ǐਕ
ਕǐ——ࡊⴻࡠᴹањク唁㺓ᴽⲴӪ䗷৫ੇ˛——⋑ᴹˈ䆖ᇈǄᡁࡊ൘䈫ᣕ㓨Ǆ
47.ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䰞ਕ where was Iˈਟ⸕㾱㺘䗮ࡊ↓൘䈤ˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ——ሩн䎧ˈᢃᯝǄ䈧㔗㔝Ǆ——䛓ᡁࡊ䈤ࡠଚ䟼Ҷ˛——ࡊ↓䈤ࡠн
䘲ᓄ䛓䟼ት≁Ⲵ⭏⍫ᯩᔿǄ
48.ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᑨ䇶ˈਟ⸕ 1942 ᒤᰦˈҼᡈ↓൘䘋㹼ˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ1942 ᒤ Anthony ᔰкᆖⲴᰦˈىҼᡈ↓൘ਁ⭏Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
49.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞѫਕ were busily setting the tableˈਟ⸕䇢䘠Ⲵᱟ䗷৫Ⲵһᛵˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫ሶᶕᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ൘୶ᓇк䶒Ⲵањᡯ䰤䟼ˈ䛓䟼ሶѮ㹼ањ㚊ՊˈаӋᐕӪ൘ᘉ⺼ൠ䬪ṼᆀǄ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
50.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕㺘䗮䗷৫ᢃ㇇㾱ᶕˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫ሶᶕᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ——⊔ˈ᱘ཙкѪӰѸ⋑ᴹᶕ৲࣐㚊Պ˛——ᡁᢃ㇇ᶕˈնᱟᡁケ❦䇠ᗇᡁ
Ǐਕ
ᴹъ㾱ڊǄ
51.ǏㆄṸǐBǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕Āআᆼāᱟ൘Ā䇹āѻࡽਁ⭏ⲴˈҾĀ䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫ā
ˈᡰԕ⭘䗷
Ǐ䈖
৫ᆼᡀᰦǄ
ǏਕǐAlcott ⭏ݸ䇹ᡁӄ࠶ѻഋⲴᡯᆀᐢ㓿আᆼǄ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
52.Ǐㆄ
ˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕Āᆹ᭮āᱟ൘Āਁ⧠āѻࡽˈҾĀ䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫ā
ᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ䆖ሏⲴ⌘࣋ケ❦㻛ањᆹ᭮൘䜘䮯䖖лⲴሿⴂᆀ੨ᕅҶǄ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
53.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ before Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕ᱟ൘ was very nervous ѻࡽ⋑ᴹ䗷伎ᵪˈҾĀ䗷৫Ⲵ䗷
Ǐ䈖
৫āˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ伎ᵪк൘ᡁᯱ䗩Ⲵ䛓њྣᆙᖸ㍗ᕐˈྩѻࡽ⋑ᴹ䗷伎ᵪǄ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
54.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕Ā㔉࡛Ӫ╄䇢āᱟ൘ I was giving a talk ѻࡽˈҾĀ䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫āˈ
Ǐ䈖
ᡰԕ⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐᡁ൘㔉ᖸབྷа㗔Ӫ╄ڊ䇢ˈ਼Ⲵ╄䇢ᡁ㔉ޝњަԆഒ䱏ڊ䗷Ǆ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
55.Ǐㆄ
ˈҾĀ䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫āˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐUntil then = Until that day˄൘䛓ཙѻࡽ˅
ਕǐ䛓ཙԆԜ৸ᡀѪҶᴻ৻Ǆⴤࡠ䛓ᰦԆԜࠐѾєᒤ⋑ᴹᖬ↔䈤䗷䈍Ǆ
Ǐਕ
56.ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
ˈҾĀ䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫ā
ˈᡰԕ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕Āᔰᐕѻࡽ൘䛓ᐢ㓿ᖵҶаઘཊā
⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐᡁ൘䛓ݯᖵҶаઘཊ⛩ቡ઼、ᆖᇦԜа䎧ᐕҶǄ
57.ǏㆄṸǐDǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕ࡠ᱘ཙѻࡽྭ䮯ᰦ䰤⋑ᴹ㿱㘱ᴻ৻Ҷˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
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Ǐਕ
ਕǐ——Alan ᱘ཙ㿱ࡠ㠚ᐡⲴ㘱ᴻ৻ᔰᗳੇ˛——ᱟⲴˈԆᖸᔰᗳǄԆྭ䮯ᰦ䰤⋑ᴹ㿱
ࡠԆⲴ㘱ᴻ৻ҶǄ
58.ǏㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕Ā䗮ᡀॿ䇞āᱟ൘ĀᇓᐳāѻࡽˈҾĀ䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫āˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫
ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ൘Պ䇞㔃ᶏᰦˈᇓᐳ䗮ᡀҶа亩ॿ䇞Ǆ
ㆄṸǐDǄ
59.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕Ā亴㇇āᱟ൘Ā㣡䍩āѻࡽਁ⭏ˈҾĀ䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫āˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫
Ǐ䈖
ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ㓖㘠ˈᡁⲴаսᴻ৻ˈԆкઘ㔃ႊˈႊ⽬㣡䍩ᗇ∄亴㇇ཊйॳཊ㖾ݳǄ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
60.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐfound ࣘ䇽ᖒᱟĀᡀ・āⲴᙍˈṩᦞ 1949ˈਟ⸕⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐѝॾӪ≁઼ޡഭᱟ൘ 1949 ᒤ 10 ᴸ 1 ᰕᡀ・ⲴǄ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
61.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐIt ᱟᖒᔿѫ䈝ˈⵏ↓Ⲵѫ䈝ᱟਾ䶒ⲴӾਕˈ઼ decideĀߣᇊāѻ䰤ᱟ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈᡰ
ԕ⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
ǏਕǐྩᱟՊᗇࡠ५䲒Ⲵᐕ䘈⋑ᴹᇊǄ
62.ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
䈖䀓ǐ䰞ਕ䰞Ⲵᱟ㢪ᵟ૱ᘾѸṧˈѪҶ؍ᤱਕᆀⲴ䘎䍟ᙗˈ㾱⭘ they ѫ䈝ˈthey ઼
Ǐ䈖
ൿѻ䰤ᱟ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈᡰԕ⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
Ǐਕǐ——䛓Ӌᰐԧ⢙ԧⲴ㢪ᵟ૱ᘾѸҶ˛——ᆳԜ൘ൠ䴷ѝ㻛⇱ҶǄ
63.ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ at such a speedˈਟ⸕䴘᷇↓൘㻛⸽Հǃ✗⇱ˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ䴘᷇↓൘ԕྲ↔ᘛⲴ䙏ᓖ㻛⸽Հǃ✗⇱ˈԕ㠣ҾᆳԜ൘нѵⲴሶᶕሶՊ൘ൠ⨳к⎸
Ǐਕ
ཡǄ
64.ǏㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕Āᡁā઼ give ѻ䰤ᱟ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈᡰԕ⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
ਕǐ㔉Ҷᡁ 10 ࠶䫏ᶕߣᇊᡁᱟᓄ䈕ᤂ㔍䘉亩ᨀ䇞Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
65.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐget done = be done 㺘⽪㻛ࣘǄ
Ǐ䈖
Ǐਕǐྲ᷌൘ཙ唁ѻਾঅ⤜৫䛓ˈਟ㜭Պ㻛઼᭫ࠫᣒࣛǄ
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ㅜ3ཙ
Ǐ䰵
䰵䈫䇝㓳ǐ
“The Chinese Dream” is a hot topic of this year. Many Chinese young people are inspired by the
Chinese Dream. Everyone has their own dreams. They give us courage and confidence to keep us
going through difficulties. Here is some advice on how to realize our beautiful dreams.
Never giving up is the key to make our dreams come true. We may fail from time to time, but we
can learn from failure, correct our mistakes and try again until we achieve our goals. Our life is like a
long journey which is not all roses. It sometimes has wind and rain. We believe rainbows will appear
after storms.
Cooperation is also necessary. Everyone likes a person who is good at cooperating with others.
Besides, in our society most problems can’t be solved by one person alone. Cooperation is becoming
one of the most important ways for people living in the developing society.
At the same time, we should learn to examine our abilities because it helps us know our
advantages and disadvantages as well as get a full control of ourselves. Then we may be confident
enough to face challenges.
Follow the suggestions above, and our dreams are sure to come true.
01. How many suggestions of making dreams come true are mentioned in this passage?
A. One.

B. Two.

C. Three.

D. Four.

02. The underlined word “It” in the second paragraph refers to __________.
A. never giving up our dreams

B. our life

C. a long journey

D. learning from failure

03. The underlined word “Cooperation” means “__________”.
A. confidence

B. operation

C. collaboration

D. courage

04. Which of the following is TRUE?
A. Confidence is the key to make our dreams come true.
B. Hard work isn’t necessary to achieve our goals.
C. We can solve all the problems by ourselves.
D. We should be brave to face challenges.
05. Which is the best title for this passage?
A. The Chinese Dream.
B. Cooperation Is Necessary.
C. Examine Our Abilities.
D. Advice on How to Realize Our Beautiful Dreams.
Ǐ䰵䈫࠶᷀ǐ
“The Chinese Dream” is a hot topic of this year. Many Chinese young people are inspired by the
Chinese Dream. Everyone has their own dreams. They give us courage and confidence to keep us
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going through difficulties. Here is some advice on how to realize our beautiful dreams.
ĀѝഭỖāᱟӺᒤⲴањ✝䰘䈍仈ˈᖸཊѝഭᒤ䖫Ӫ䜭ਇࡠҶѝഭỖⲴ啃㡎Ǆ⇿њӪ䜭ᴹ㠚
ᐡⲴỖᜣˈᆳԜ㔉ᡁԜࣷ≄઼ؑᗳ֯ᡁԜᓖ䗷ഠ䳮ǄޣҾྲօᇎ⧠ᡁԜ㖾ѭⲴỖᜣˈ䘉䟼ᴹа
Ӌᔪ䇞Ǆ
Never giving up is the key to make our dreams come true. We may fail from time to time, but we
can learn from failure, correct our mistakes and try again until we achieve our goals. Our life is like a
long journey which is not all roses. It sometimes has wind and rain. We believe rainbows will appear
after storms.
ߣн᭮ᔳᱟ֯ᡁԜỖᜣᡀⵏⲴޣ䭞ǄᡁԜਟ㜭ᰦᑨཡ䍕ˈնᡁԜ㜭Ӿཡ䍕ѝᆖҐˈ᭩↓ᡁ
ԜⲴ䭉䈟ᒦ㔗㔝ࣚ࣋ⴤࡠᡁԜᇎ⧠ᡁԜⲴⴞḷǄᡁԜⲴ⭏⍫ۿа⅑䮯䙄㹼ˈᆳᒦн䜭ᱟ⧛⪠ˈ
ᴹᰦىᆳҏᴹ仾䴘ǄᡁԜؑ仾䴘ѻਾՊ㿱ᖙ㲩Ǆ
Cooperation is also necessary. Everyone likes a person who is good at cooperating with others.
Besides, in our society most problems can’t be solved by one person alone. Cooperation is becoming
one of the most important ways for people living in the developing society.
ਸҏᱟᴹᗵ㾱ⲴǄ⇿њӪ䜭ௌ⅒ழҾ઼ަԆӪਸⲴӪǄ↔ཆˈ൘ᡁԜ⽮Պѝབྷ䜘࠶䰞
仈䜭н㜭অ⤜⭡ањӪ䀓ߣǄਸ↓ᡀѪӪԜ൘ਁኅ⽮Պѝ⭏⍫Ⲵ䟽㾱ᯩᔿѻаǄ
At the same time, we should learn to examine our abilities because it helps us know our
advantages and disadvantages as well as get a full control of ourselves. Then we may be confident
enough to face challenges.
਼ᰦˈᡁԜᓄ䈕ỰḕᡁԜⲴ㜭࣋ˈഐѪ䘉ᑞࣙᡁԜ⸕䚃ᡁԜⲴՈ઼࣯࣓࣯ˈᒦ㜭ᆼࡦ᧗ޘ
㠚ᐡǄ❦ਾᡁԜਟ㜭䏣ཏ㠚ؑ䶒ሩᡈǄ
Follow the suggestions above, and our dreams are sure to come true.
䚥ᗚк䶒Ⲵᔪ䇞ˈᡁԜⲴỖᜣаᇊ㜭ཏᇎ⧠Ǆ
01. How many suggestions of making dreams come true are mentioned in this passage?
A. One.

B. Two.

C. Three.

D. Four.

ǏㆄṸǐC
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐㅜҼǃйǃഋ⇥࠶࡛ᨀࡠҶн᭮ᔳǃਸ઼Ҷ䀓㠚ᐡйᯩ䶒Ⲵᔪ䇞Ǆ
02. The underlined word “It” in the second paragraph refers to __________.
A. never giving up our dreams

B. our life

C. a long journey

D. learning from failure

ǏㆄṸǐB
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞࡽаਕ Our life is like a long journey ਟ⸕ it ᤷԓᡁԜⲴ⭏⍫Ǆ
Ǐ䈖
03. The underlined word “Cooperation” means “__________”.
A. confidence

B. operation

C. collaboration

D. courage

ǏㆄṸǐC
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞਾ᮷ in our society most problems can’t be solved by one person alone ਟԕ⥌ࠪ
Cooperation ᱟਸⲴᙍǄ
04. Which of the following is TRUE?
A. Confidence is the key to make our dreams come true.
B. Hard work isn’t necessary to achieve our goals.
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C. We can solve all the problems by ourselves.
D. We should be brave to face challenges.
ǏㆄṸǐD
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞㅜഋ⇥ Then we may be confident enough to face challenges ਟ⸕ᡁԜᓄ䈕ࣷᮒൠ䶒ሩ
ᡈǄ
05. Which is the best title for this passage?
A. The Chinese Dream.
B. Cooperation Is Necessary.
C. Examine Our Abilities.
D. Advice on How to Realize Our Beautiful Dreams.
ǏㆄṸǐD
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞㅜа⇥Ⲵѫ仈ਕ Here is some advice on how to realize our beautiful dreams ਟ⸕ᵜ᮷ѫ
Ǐ䈖
㾱䇢䘠Ҷᇎ⧠ᡁԜ㖾ѭỖᜣⲴаӋᔪ䇞Ǆ
Ǐ䇽≷ᤃኅǐ
topic ['tܥpܼk] n. 仈ⴞ˗䈍仈˗ḷ仈
The essay isn’t even remotely relevant to the topic. 䘉ㇷ᮷ㄐ∛н࠷仈Ǆ
The topic seemed to have a fascination for her. 䘉њ仈ⴞլѾሩྩᖸᴹ੨ᕅ࣋Ǆ
They discussed the weather and other topics. ԆԜ䇘䇪Ҷཙ≄઼ަԆⲴ䈍仈Ǆ
inspire

[ܼn'spaܼԥ(r)] vt. 啃㡎˗◰ਁ
We’re trying to inspire him with confidence. ᡁԜ൘ࣚ࣋啃㡎ԆⲴ㠚ؑᗳǄ
The failure inspired him to greater efforts. ཡ䍕◰ਁԆᴤབྷⲴࣚ࣋Ǆ
His best music was inspired by the memory of his mother. ԆᴰྭⲴҀᴢࡋ⚥ᝏᶕ㠚
ᘰᘥԆⲴ⇽ӢǄ

realize

> ULޝԥlaܼz]

vt. ᇎ⧠˗䇶ࡠ

My wishes have been realized. ᡁⲴᝯᵋᇎ⧠ҶǄ
Only after you lose your health, will you realize the importance of health.
ୟᴹ൘ཡ৫ڕᓧѻਾ,ᡁԜ㜭䇶ࡠڕᓧⲴ䟽㾱Ǆ
They didn’t realize their fault till we pointed it out to them.
ⴤࡠᡁԜੁԆԜᤷࠪҶԆԜⲴ䭉䈟ˈԆԜ䇶ࡠǄ
come true ˄Ỗᜣㅹ˅ᇎ⧠˗˄亴䀰ㅹ˅ᡀⵏ
Her wish to become a doctor has come true. ྩᜣᖃ५⭏Ⲵᝯᵋᇎ⧠ҶǄ
All our dreams can come true if we have the courage to pursue them.
ਚ㾱ᴹࣷ≄৫䘭≲ˈа࠷ỖᜣⲶਟᡀⵏǄ
correct [kԥ'rekt]

adj. ↓⺞Ⲵ˗ᗇփⲴ

v. ᭩↓˗㓐↓

Your answer to the question is correct. ሩ䘉њ䰞仈Ⲵഎㆄᱟ↓⺞ⲴǄ
So far no correct conclusion has arrived at. ࡠⴞࡽѪ→ˈ䘈⋑ᴹᗇࠪԫօ↓⺞Ⲵ㔃䇪Ǆ
Such casual dress would not be correct for a formal occasion. 䘉ṧⲴׯᴽнᇌ൘↓ᔿⲴ
൪ਸクǄ
Correct the errors in the following sentences, if any. ྲ᷌лࡇਕᆀѝᴹ䭉,䈧᭩↓Ǆ
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achieve [ԥ'tݕLޝY@ v. ᆼᡀ˗䗮ࡠ˗ᇎ⧠
I’ve achieved only half of what I’d hoped to do. ᡁᐼᵋˈⲴࡠڊᡁӵᆼᡀҶаॺǄ
Work hard, and you will achieve your goal. ྭྭᒢˈቡՊ䗮ࡠ㠚ᐡⲴⴞḷǄ
You will achieve your ambition if you work hard. ྲ᷌ࣚ࣋ˈⲴᣡ䍏ᱟਟԕᇎ⧠ⲴǄ
necessary ['nesԥsԥri]

adj. ᗵ㾱Ⲵ˗ᗵ❦Ⲵ

She will make necessary arrangements. ྩՊྭᗵ㾱Ⲵ߶༷Ǆ
The necessary outcome of a war is a fall in production. ᡈҹᑖᶕⲴᗵ❦㔃᷌ቡᱟ⭏ӗ
࣋л䱽Ǆ
challenge ['tݕælܼnd ]ݤn. ᡈ˗䍘⯁
He accepted his friend’s challenge to swim across the river. Ԇ᧕ਇᴻ৻ᨀࠪⲴᡈˈ⑨
䗷䘉ᶑ⋣Ǆ
We accepted their challenge to a baseball game. ᡁԜ᧕ਇҶԆԜἂ⨳䚰䈧ⲴᡈǄ
develop [dܼ'velԥp] v. ਁኅ˗ᔰਁ˗ߢ⍇(➗⡷)
Modern music was first developed in Italy. ⧠ԓ丣Ҁᴰࡍᱟ൘བྷ࡙ਁኅ䎧ᶕⲴǄ
China can’t develop in isolation from the rest of the world. ѝഭⲴਁኅнᔰц⭼Ǆ
How long will it take to develop these pictures? ߢঠ䘉Ӌ➗⡷㾱㣡ཊ䮯ᰦ䰤?
advantage

[ԥd'vޝܤQWܼG @ݤn. Ո࣯˗ᴹ࡙ᶑԦ
Rich has an advantage over you since he can speak German. ⨶ཷ∄ঐՈ࣯ˈഐѪԆՊ
䇢ᗧ䈝Ǆ
It is an advantage if you know how to type. ྲ᷌Պᢃᆇˈሩሶᴹ࡙Ǆ
We should take advantage of all educational opportunities. ᡁԜᓄ䈕࡙⭘а࠷ᮉ㛢Ⲵᵪ
ՊǄ

solve [sܥlv] v. 䀓ߣ˗䀓ㆄ
This problem is too difficult for me to solve. 䘉њ䰞仈ཚ䳮ˈᡁ䀓ߣнҶǄ
It is so clever of you to have solved the puzzle. 㜭䀓ㆄ䛓њ䳮仈ⵏᱟ㚚᰾Ǆ
Ǐ㘫䈁䇝㓳ǐ
1. ԆԜ䇘䇪Ҷཙ≄઼ަԆⲴ䈍仈Ǆ
__________________________________________________________________________________
2. ߢঠ䘉Ӌ➗⡷㾱㣡ཊ䮯ᰦ䰤˛
__________________________________________________________________________________
3. ࡠⴞࡽѪ→ˈ䘈⋑ᴹᗇࠪԫօ↓⺞Ⲵ㔃䇪Ǆ
__________________________________________________________________________________
4. ྭྭᒢˈቡՊ䗮ࡠ㠚ᐡⲴⴞḷǄ
__________________________________________________________________________________
5. ⴤࡠᡁԜੁԆԜᤷࠪҶԆԜⲴ䭉䈟ˈԆԜ䇶ࡠǄ
__________________________________________________________________________________
6. Many Chinese young people are inspired by the Chinese Dream.
__________________________________________________________________________________
7. Never giving up is the key to make our dreams come true.
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__________________________________________________________________________________
8. Cooperation is becoming one of the most important ways for people living in the developing society.
__________________________________________________________________________________
9. At the same time, we should learn to examine our abilities because it helps us know our advantages
and disadvantages as well as get a full control of ourselves.
__________________________________________________________________________________
10. Follow the suggestions above, and our dreams are sure to come true.
__________________________________________________________________________________
Keys:
1. They discussed the weather and other topics.
2. How long will it take to develop these pictures?
3. So far no correct conclusion has arrived at.
4. Work hard, and you will achieve your goal.
5. They didn’t realize their fault till we pointed it out to them.
6. ᖸཊѝഭᒤ䖫Ӫ䜭ਇࡠҶѝഭỖⲴ啃㡎Ǆ
7. ߣн᭮ᔳᱟ֯ᡁԜỖᜣᡀⵏⲴޣ䭞Ǆ
8. ਸ↓ᡀѪӪԜ൘ਁኅ⽮Պѝ⭏⍫Ⲵ䟽㾱ᯩᔿѻаǄ
9. ਼ᰦˈᡁԜᓄ䈕ỰḕᡁԜⲴ㜭࣋ഐѪ䘉ᑞࣙᡁԜ⸕䚃ᡁԜⲴՈ઼࣯࣓࣯ˈᒦ㜭ᆼࡦ᧗ޘ㠚ᐡǄ
10. 䚥ᗚк䶒Ⲵᔪ䇞ˈᡁԜⲴỖᜣаᇊ㜭ཏᇎ⧠Ǆ
Ǐᆼᖒ䇝㓳ǐ
A group of adults, highly succeeded in their jobs, went to visit their old professor. Soon they
began to

1

the stress in work and life.

The professor went to the kitchen and returned

2

a pot of coffee and all kinds of cups -

crystal (≤ᲦⲴ), glass, plastic; some nice looking, some plain looking; some
he told them to help

4

3

, some cheap. And

to the coffee.

When all the students had a cup of coffee in hand, the professor said, “I’ve noticed that all the
nice looking expensive cups were
is

6

5

, leaving behind the plain and cheap ones. While it

for you to take only the best for yourselves, that is the root of your

You know that the cup itself adds no quality to the coffee.
not the cup,

9

by

12

11

and stress.

you really wanted was coffee,

you consciously went for the best cups.

Now consider this: Life is the coffee. The jobs, money and
are just

8

7

10

in society are the cups. They

to hold life, and the type of cup does not change the quality of our life. Sometimes,

only on the cup, we fail to enjoy the coffee that God has

13

us. God offers us the

coffee, not the cups. Please enjoy your coffee!”
The happiest people don’t have the best of everything. They just make
Live simply. Love generously. Care deeply. Speak

15

14

of everything.

. And leave the rest to God.

1. A. think of

B. thank for

C. complain about

D. drop out

2. A. for

B. at

C. in

D. with

3. A. expensive

B. ordinary

C. strong

D. serious
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4. A. them

B. themselves

C. him

D. everyone

5. A. mixed up

B. left

C. taken up

D. refused

6. A. normal

B. important

C. impossible

D. necessary

7. A. thoughts

B. failure

C. questions

D. problems

8. A. Who

B. How much

C. What

D. That

9. A. and

B. but

C. so

D. or

10. A. position

B. age

C. health

D. purpose

11. A. cups

B. tools

C. bags

D. bowls

12. A. putting

B. getting

C. turning

D. concentrating

13. A. taught

B. provided

C. returned

D. bought

14. A. fun

B. use

C. the best

D. the worst

15. A. kindly

B. sadly

C. rudely

D. seriously

Keys: 1-5 CDABC

6-10 ADCBA

11-15 ADBCA

1.ǏㆄṸǐC
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞл᮷Ⲵ䇢䘠ˈਟ⸕ԆԜᔰ complain aboutĀᣡᙘāᐕ઼⭏⍫ѝⲴ࣋Ǆ
Ǐ䈖
ㆄṸǐD
2.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᮉᦸࠪⲴᰦىᑖҶа༦઼ᶟᆀǄwithĀᑖ⵰āㅖਸ䈝ຳǄ
ㆄṸǐA
3.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞл᮷ some cheapˈਟ⸕ᴹӋ expensiveĀᰲ䍥āǄ
Ǐ䈖
4.ǏㆄṸǐB
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐhelp oneself toĀ䲿ਲ਼ᡆ்ӋӰѸāǄ
ㆄṸǐC
5.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐᡁ⌘ࡠˈᡰԕ䍥Ⲵᶟᆀ䜭㻛 taken upĀ䎧āǄ
Ǐ䈖
ㆄṸǐA
6.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐԜѪ㠚ᐡ䘹ᴰྭⲴ䘉ᖸ↓ᑨ˄normal˅Ǆ
7.ǏㆄṸǐD
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᒦࡇⲴ stressˈਟ⸕ problemĀ䰞仈āㅖਸ䈝ຳǄ
Ǐ䈖
ㆄṸǐC
8.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐӾਕѝ want 㕪ቁᇮ䈝ˈᡰԕ⭘ what ᕅሬǄ
Ǐ䈖
9.ǏㆄṸǐB
䈖䀓ǐࡽਾᱟ䖜ᣈޣ㌫ˈնᱟԜতᙫᱟᴰྭⲴᶟᆀǄ
Ǐ䈖
10.ǏㆄṸǐA
䈖䀓ǐ઼ࡽ䶒 The jobs, money ᒦࡇⲴᓄ䈕ᱟ⽮Պൠս˄position˅
Ǆ
Ǐ䈖
11.ǏㆄṸǐA
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞл᮷ the type of cupˈਟ⸕ᆳԜਚᱟ㻵⵰⭏⍫ⲴᶟᆀǄ
12.ǏㆄṸǐD
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ on Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕ᱟ concentrate onĀ䳶ѝҾāǄ
13.ǏㆄṸǐB
䈖䀓ǐᵚ㜭ӛਇкᑍ㔉ᡁԜᨀ˄provide˅ⲴǄ
Ǐ䈖
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14.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐC
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐmake the best ofĀ⭘࡙࠶ݵāǄ
15.ǏㆄṸǐA
Ǆ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞк᮷ Live simply. Love generously. Care deeplyˈਟ⸕㾱䈤䈍ழ㢟˄kindly˅
Ǐ䈝⌅䍍ǐ

ᰦᘱǃ䈝ᘱу仈˄й˅
1. In the last few years, China __________ great achievements in environmental protection.
A. has made

B. had made

C. was making

D. is making

2. Despite the previous rounds of talks, no agreement __________ so far by the two sides.
A. has been reached

B. was reached

C. will reach

D. will have reached

3. In my hometown, there is always a harvest supper for the farmers after all the wheat ________ cut.
A. will have been

B. will be

C. was

D. has been

4. — Where is Peter? I can’t find him anywhere.
— He went to the library after breakfast and __________ his essay there ever since.
A. wrote

B. had written

C. has been writing

D. is writing

5. Mary __________ really hard on her book and thinks she’ll have finished it by Friday.
A. worked

B. has been working

C. had worked

D. has worked

C. treated

D. had treated

6. — Did you enjoy the party?
— Yes. We __________ well by our hosts.
A. were treated

B. would be treated

7. — Is Peter coming?
— No, he __________ his mind after a phone call at the last minute.
A. changes

B. changed

C. was changing

D. had changed

8. To my delight, I __________ from hundreds of applicants to attend the opening ceremony.
A. was chosen

B. was being chosen

C. would choose

D. had chosen

9. I wasn’t able to hide my eagerness when I __________, “What do you wish me to do now?”
A. ask

B. have asked

C. am asking

D. asked

10. The reason why prices __________ and still are too high is complex, and no short discussion can
satisfactorily explain this problem.
A. were

B. will be

C. have been

D. had been

11. At college, Barack Obama didn’t know that he __________ the first black president of the United
States of America.
A. was to become

B. becomes

C. is to become

D. became

12. — Did you have difficulty finding Ann’s house?
— Not really. She __________ us clear directions and we were able to find it easily.
A. was to give

B. had given

C. was giving
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13. Just as I got to the school gate, I realized I __________ my book in the cafe.
A. have left

B. had left

C would leave

D. was leaving

C. call

D. am calling

14. — Jackson is not in his office at the moment.
— All right. I __________ him later.
A. will call

B. have called

15. Jane can’t attend the meeting at 3 o’clock this afternoon because she __________ a class at that
time.
A. will teach

B. would teach

C. has taught

D. will be teaching

16. It is reported that a space station __________ on the moon in years to come.
A. will be building

B. will be built

C. has been building

D. has been built

17. As you go through this book, you __________ that each of the millions of people who lived
through World War II had a different experience.
A. will find

B. found

C. had found

D. have found

18. More expressways __________ in Sichuan soon to promote the local economy.
A. are being built

B. will be built

C. have been built

D. had been built

19. Unless extra money __________, the theatre will close.
A. was found

B. finds

C. is found

D. found

20. Whenever you __________ a present, you should think about it from the receiver’s point of view.
A. bought

B. have bought

C. will buy

D. buy

21. — Haven’t seen you for ages! Where have you been?
— I went to Ningxia and __________ there for one year, teaching as a volunteer.
A. stayed

B. stay

C. had stayed

D. am staying

22. — What time is it?
— I have no idea. But just a minute, I __________ it for you.
A. check

B. checked

C. will check

D. would check

23. James has just arrived, but I didn’t know he __________ until yesterday.
A. will come

B. was coming

C. had come

D. came

24. She __________ someone, so I nodded to her and went away.
A. phoned

B. had phoned

C. was phoning

D. has phoned

25. We won’t start the work until all the preparations __________.
A. are being made

B. will be made

C. have been made

D. had been made

26. — Tony, why are your eyes red?
— I __________ up peppers for the last five minutes.
A. cut

B. was cutting

C. had cut

D. have been cutting

27. Since the time humankind started gardening, we __________ to make our environment more
beautiful.
A. try

B. have been trying

C. are trying

D. will try

28. I found the lecture hard to follow because it __________ when I arrived.
A. started

B. was starting

C. would start

D. had started

29. The twins, who __________ their homework, were allowed to play badminton on the playground.
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A. will finish

B. finish

C. have finished

D. had finished

30. Sofia looked around at all the faces: she had the impression that she __________ most of the guests
before.
A. has seen

B. had seen

C. saw

D. would see

31. If we __________ now to protect the environment, we’ll live to regret it.
A. hadn’t acted

B. haven’t acted

C. don’t act

D. won’t act

32. Around two o’clock every night, Sue will start talking in her dream. It somewhat __________ us.
A. bothers

B. had bothered

C. would bother

D. bothered

33. — So what is the procedure?
— All the applicants __________ before a final decision is made by the authority.
A. interview

B. are interviewing

C. are interviewed

D. are being interviewed

34. I felt very tired when I got home, and I __________ straight to bed.
A. go

B. went

C. had gone

D. have gone

35. — What about your self-drive trip yesterday?
— Tiring! The road is being widened, and we __________ a rough ride.
A. had

B. have

C. would have

D. have had

36. I’m calling about the apartment you __________ the other day. Could you tell me more about it?
A. advertised

B. had advertised

C. are advertising

D. will advertise

37. The water supply has been cut off temporarily because the workers __________ one of the main
pipes.
A. had repaired

B. have repaired

C. repaired

D. are repairing

38. — I don’t understand why you didn’t go to the lecture yesterday afternoon.
— I’m so sorry. But I __________ my homework.
A. had done

B. was doing

C. would do

D. am doing

39. When I first met Bryan I didn’t like him, but I __________ my mind.
A. have changed

B. change

C. had changed

D. would change

40. Shakespeare’s play Hamlet __________ into at least ten different films over the past years.
A. had been made

B. was made

C. has been made

D. would be made

41. — Have you heard about the recent election?
— Sure, it __________ the only thing on the news for the last three days.
A. would be

B. is

C. has been

D. will be

42. — Oh no! We’re too late. The train __________.
— That’s OK. We’ll catch the next train to London.
A. was leaving

B. had left

C. has left

D. has been leaving

43. The girl has a great interest in sport and __________ badminton classes twice a week over the last
three years.
A. took

B. is taking

C. takes

D. has been taking

44. He was unhappy when he sold his guitar. After all, he __________ it for a very long time.
A. has had

B. had had

C. has
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45. We are confident that the environment __________ by our further efforts to reduce pollution.
A. had been improved

B. will be improved

C. is improved

D. was improved

C. have written

D. have been writing

46. — Could I use your car tomorrow morning?
— Sure. I __________ a report at home.
A. will be writing

B. will have written

47. By the time you have finished this book, your meal _________ cold.
A. gets

B. has got

C. will get

D. is getting

C. has hurt

D. had been hurt

48. — Have you heard about that fire in the market?
— Yes, fortunately no one _________.
A. hurt

B. was hurt

49. The letters for the boss ___________ on his desk but he didn’t read them until three later.
A. were put

B. had been put

C. were putting

D. have put

50. — Kevin, you look worried. Anything wrong?
— Well, I __________ a test and I’m waiting for the result.
A. will take
Keys: 1-5 AADCB
26-30 DBDDB

B. took

C. had taken

D. take

6-10 ABADA

11-15 ABBAD

16-20 BABCD

21-25 ACCCC

31-35 CACBA

36-40 ADBAC

41-45 CCDBB

46-50 ACBAB

1.ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 In the last few years˄൘䗷৫Ⲵࠐᒤѝ˅ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
Ǐਕǐ൘䗷৫Ⲵࠐᒤѝˈѝഭ൘⧟ຳ؍ᣔᯩ䶒ਆᗇҶᐘབྷᡀ㔙Ǆ
2.ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 so far˄䗴ӺѪ→˅ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐቭ㇑㓿শҶࠐࡽݸ䖞䈸ࡔˈ䗴ӺѪ→ৼᯩᵚ㜭䗮ᡀԫօॿ䇞Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐDǄ
3.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᰦ䰤⣦䈝Ӿਕѝн㜭֯⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦˈᧂ䲔 AǃB˗ѫਕѝ֯⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦˈᡰԕӾ
ਕ֯⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ൘ᡁԜᇦґˈ൘ᡰᴹⲴሿ哖᭦ࢢѻਾˈߌ≁ԜᙫՊѮ࣎а⅑Ѡ᭦㚊佀Ǆ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
4.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 ever since˄㠚Ӿ䛓ᰦ˅
ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
Ǐਕǐ——ᖬ⢩൘ଚ˛ݯᡁଚݯ䜭нࡠԆǄ——ᰙ依ѻਾԆ৫ҶമҖ侶ˈ㠚Ӿ䛓ᰦ䎧Ԇа
ⴤ൘䛓߉ݯ᮷ㄐǄ
5.ǏㆄṸǐBǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞਾаਕ she’ll have finished it by Friday˄൘ઘӄࡽྩሶᆼᡀ˅
ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋
Ǐ䈖
㹼ᰦˈ㺘⽪аⴤ൘ڊǄ
Ǐਕǐ⧋ѭаⴤᖸࣚ࣋ൠ߉㠚ᐡⲴҖˈྩ䇔Ѫઘӄѻࡽቡ㜭ᆼᡀǄ
6.ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䰞ਕ Did you enjoyˈਟ⸕⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦ˗ṩᦞ by our hostsˈਟ⸕⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
Ǐਕǐ——㚊Պк⧙ᗇᔰᗳੇ˛——ᱟⲴˈѫӪᤋᖵᗇᡁԜᖸྭǄ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
7.Ǐㆄ
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Ǐ䈖
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 after a phone call at the last minuteˈਟ⸕Ā᭩ਈѫāᱟ䗷৫ਁ⭏Ⲵˈ
ᡰԕ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ——ᖬ⢩ᶕੇ˛——нᶕҶˈ൘᧕ᆼ⭥䈍ᴰਾа࠶䫏ˈԆ᭩ਈҶѫǄ
8.ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
ˈфᱟ䗷৫Ⲵһᛵˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕ᱟĀ㻛䘹ࠪᶕā
ਕǐԔᡁ儈ⲴޤᱟˈᡁᱟӾᡀॳкⲮⲴ⭣䈧㘵ѝ䘹ࠪᶕ৲࣐ᔰᒅᔿǄ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐDǄ
9.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞѫਕѝ֯⭘Ⲵа㡜䗷৫ᰦ I wasn’t ableˈਟ⸕䈤Ⲵᱟ䗷৫ⲴһᛵˈᡰԕӾਕѝҏ
Ǐ䈖
֯⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐᖃᡁ䰞Āᐼᵋᡁ⧠൘ڊӰѸāⲴᰦˈىᡁ⋑ᴹ㜭᧙侠տᡁⲴᙕ࠷Ǆ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
10.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ still are too highˈਟ⸕ĀԧṬ䗷৫ᖸ儈ˈ⧠൘ӽ❦ᖸ儈āˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐԧṬ䗷৫ᖸ儈ˈ⧠൘❦ᖸ儈Ⲵഐᖸ༽ᵲˈㆰ⸝Ⲵ䇘䇪н㜭┑ൠ䀓䟺䘉њ䰞仈Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
11.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐѫਕѝ֯⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦˈᇮ䈝Ӿਕѝ㾱֯⭘ᓄⲴ䗷৫ᰦˈᧂ䲔 BǃC˗ṩᦞ䈝ຳˈ
ਟ⸕ĀԆн⸕䚃ሶᶕՊᡀѪ㖾ഭㅜаս唁Ӫᙫ㔏āˈᡰԕ⭘ be to do 㺘ሶᶕǄ
Ǐਕǐ൘བྷᆖᰦˈྕᐤ傜ᒦн⸕䚃ԆՊᡀѪ㖾ഭㅜаս唁Ӫᙫ㔏Ǆ
12.ǏㆄṸǐBǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕Ā㔉ᡁԜᾊⲴ䈤᰾āᱟ൘Āࡠāѻࡽਁ⭏ⲴˈҾĀ䗷৫Ⲵ䗷
Ǐ䈖
৫āˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ——ࡠᆹⲴտᡰᴹഠ䳮ੇ˛——⋑ᴹˈྩ㔉ҶᡁԜᾊⲴ䈤᰾ˈᡁԜᖸᇩ᱃ቡ
ࡠҶǄ
13.ǏㆄṸǐBǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕ĀᢺҖᘈ൘ᓇāᱟ൘Āࡠᆖṑ䰘ਓāѻࡽਁ⭏ⲴˈҾĀ䗷৫
Ǐ䈖
Ⲵ䗷৫āˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐᡁࡊࡠᆖṑ䰘ਓˈᡁቡ䇶ࡠᡁᢺҖ㩭൘ᓇ䟼ҶǄ
14.ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ later Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕Āᡁ䗷аՊݯ㔉Ԇᢃ⭥䈍āˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ——ᶠݻ⧠൘н൘࣎ޜᇔ䟼Ǆ——ྭⲴˈᡁ䗷аՊݯ㔉Ԇᢃ⭥䈍Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐDǄ
15.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 at 3 o’clock this afternoonˈਟ⸕⭘ሶᶕ䘋㹼ᰦǄ
ਕǐ⧽Ӻཙлॸ 3 ⛩н㜭৲࣐Պ䇞ˈഐѪ䛓ᰦྩ↓൘к䈮Ǆ
Ǐਕ
16.ǏㆄṸǐBǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 in years to comeĀ൘ᵚᶕࠐᒤā
ˈਟ⸕⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦ˗
Āオ䰤ㄉā઼Āᔪ
Ǐ䈖
䙐āᱟ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈᡰԕ⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
Ǐਕǐᦞᣕ䚃൘ᵚᶕࠐᒤ൘ᴸ⨳кሶаᓗオ䰤ㄉǄ
17.ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐas ᕅሬⲴᰦ䰤⣦䈝Ӿਕѝ֯⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕˈᡰԕѫਕѝ⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ䲿⵰䈫䘉ᵜҖˈՊਁ⧠ᡀॳкзⲴ㓿শҼᡈⲴӪ䜭ᴹн਼Ⲵ㓿শǄ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
18.Ǐㆄ
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ƾ ፄ⡡࣏ߋ㘳
Ǐ䈖
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 soon Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕֯⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐнѵ൘ഋᐍሶᔪ䇮ᴤཊⲴ儈䙏ޜ䐟ᶕ׳䘋ᖃൠ㓿⍾ⲴਁኅǄ
19.ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
Ā䫡ā
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐѫਕѝ֯⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦˈunless ᕅሬⲴᶑԦ⣦䈝Ӿਕѝ⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕ˗
઼Āࡠāᱟ㻛ࣘޣ㌫ˈᡰԕ⭘㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
Ǐਕǐ䲔䶎㜭ࡠ仍ཆⲴ䍴䠁ˈࡉ䲒ሶޣ䰘Ǆ
ㆄṸǐDǄ
20.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐѫਕѝ֯⭘ᛵᘱࣘ䇽 should thinkˈᖃҾа㡜ሶᶕᰦˈᡰԕ whenever ᕅሬⲴᰦ䰤⣦
Ǐ䈖
䈝Ӿਕѝ⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕǄ
Ǐਕǐᰐ䇪ӰѸᰦىҠ⽬⢙ˈ䜭ᓄ䈕Ӿ᧕᭦⽬⢙Ⲵаᯩ㘳㲁㘳㲁Ǆ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
21.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᒦࡇⲴ䉃䈝ࣘ䇽 wentˈਟ⸕⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ——ྭࠐᒤ⋑㿱Ҷˈ৫ଚݯҶ˛——ᡁ৫ᆱ༿Ҷˈ൘䛓ݯᖵҶаᒤˈѪᘇᝯ㘵
Ǐਕ
ᮉҖǄ
22.ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕㺘䗮Āᡁ㾱㔉ⴻⴻā
ˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ——ࠐ⛩Ҷ˛——ᡁн⸕䚃Ǆㅹалˈᡁ㔉ⴻⴻǄ
Ǐਕ
23.ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕Ā൘᱘ཙࡽн⸕䚃Ԇᐢ㓿ᶕҶāˈҾĀ䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫ā
ˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫
Ǐ䈖
ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ䂩ᯟᐢ㓿ᶕҶˈնᱟᡁⴤࡠ᱘ཙ⸕䚃Ԇᐢ㓿ᶕҶǄ
24.ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕Āྩ䛓ᰦ↓൘㔉࡛Ӫᢃ⭥䈍ā
ˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐྩ䛓ᰦ↓൘㔉࡛Ӫᢃ⭥䈍ˈഐ↔ᡁ䐏ྩ⛩ཤˈ䎠Ҷ䗷৫Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
25.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᰦ䰤ᡆᶑԦ⣦䈝⣦Ӿѝ㾱⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦᡆ⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕǄ
ǏਕǐⴤࡠᡰᴹⲴ߶༷ྭڊҶᡁԜՊᔰᐕǄ
ㆄṸǐDǄ
26.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 for the last five minutesĀ൘䗷৫Ⲵ 5 ࠶䫏䟼āˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦˈ
Ǐ䈖
㺘⽪аⴤڊǄ
Ǐਕǐ——ᢈቬˈⲴⶋᘾѸ㓒Ҷ˛——൘䗷৫Ⲵ 5 ࠶䫏䟼ᡁаⴤ൘࠷䗓ὂǄ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
27.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ since Ⲵᨀ⽪ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦˈ㺘⽪аⴤڊǄ
ਕǐ㠚ӾӪ㊫ᔰഝ㢪ˈᡁԜቡаⴤቭ࣋֯ᡁԜⲴ⧟ຳਈᗇᴤ㖾Ǆ
Ǐਕ
28.ǏㆄṸǐDǄ
ˈҾĀ䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫ā
ˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫ᆼ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕ĀᡁࡠⲴᰦىᆳᐢ㓿ᔰҶā
ᡀᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐᡁਁ⧠ᖸ䳮ੜ៲䘉њ䇢ᓗˈഐѪᡁࡠⲴᰦىᆳᐢ㓿ᔰҶǄ
29.ǏㆄṸǐDǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕Āᆼᡀъāᱟ൘Ā㻛ݱ䇨ᢃ㗭∋⨳āѻࡽਁ⭏ˈҾĀ䗷৫Ⲵ䗷
Ǐ䈖
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ƾ ߋ㘳⇿ཙа㓳g㤡䈝࠶
৫āˈᡰԕ⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦǄ
ǏਕǐᆼᡀъⲴ䛓ሩৼ㜎㛾㻛ݱ䇨൘൪кᢃ㗭∋⨳ҶǄ
30.Ǐㆄ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕Ā㿱䗷āᱟ൘Āੁઘതⴻāѻࡽਁ⭏ⲴˈҾĀ䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫āˈᡰԕ
⭘䗷৫ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ㍒㨢ӊੁઘതⴻҶⴻᡰᴹⲴ䶒ᆄˈྩᴹঠ䊑ˈྩԕࡽ㿱䗷བྷཊᮠᇒӪǄ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
31.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐѫਕѝ⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦˈᶑԦ⣦䈝Ӿਕѝ⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕˈণĀѫሶӾ⧠ā
Ǆ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐྲ᷌ᡁԜн⧠൘㹼ࣘ䎧ᶕ؍ᣔ⧟ຳˈᡁԜՊਾᛄⲴǄ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
32.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 Around two o’clock every nightˈਟ⸕⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ⇿བྷ㓖є⛩䫏ᐖਣˈ㣿䜭ՊỖѝ䈤䈍ˈ䘉ᴹӋᢃᨵᡁԜǄ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
33.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䰞ਕˈਟ⸕䘉䟼䇢Ⲵᱟа㡜Ⲵ〻ᒿˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜⧠൘ᰦⲴ㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
Ǐ䈖
Ǐਕǐ——ӰѸ〻ᒿ˛——൘ᵳေ䜘䰘ڊᴰਾߣᇊࡽˈᡰᴹⲴ⭣䈧㘵䜭㾱䶒䈅Ǆ
ㆄṸǐB
34.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᒦࡇⲴ䉃䈝 feltˈਟ⸕⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ǏਕǐᖃᡁࡠᇦⲴᰦىᡁᝏࡠ䶎ᑨ㍟ˈⴤ᧕кᒺⶑ㿹ҶǄ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
35.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䰞ਕ What about your self-drive trip yesterdayˈਟ⸕䇢䘠Ⲵᱟ䗷৫Ⲵһᛵˈᡰԕ
Ǐ䈖
⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ——᱘ཙⲴ㠚傮⑨ᘾѸṧ˛——ᖸ㍟ˈ䐟൘ᤃᇭˈᡁԜа䐟кᖸ仐㉨Ǆ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
36.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 the other dayĀࡽӋཙāਟ⸕⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐᡁᢃ⭥䈍ᱟ䰞䰞ࡽӋཙⲫᣕⲴޜሃˈ㜭䇹ᡁал䈖㓶ᛵߥੇ˛
Ǐਕ
37.ǏㆄṸǐDǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕㺘䗮ĀᐕӪ↓൘ᣒ؞аᶑѫ㇑䚃āˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘䘋㹼ᰦǄ
ਕǐ≤Ჲᰦ࠷ᯝҶˈഐѪᐕӪԜ↓൘ᣒ؞аᶑѫ㇑䚃Ǆ
Ǐਕ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
38.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 yesterday afternoonˈਟ⸕⭘䗷৫䘋㹼ᰦ㺘⽪䗷৫Ḁаᰦ↓൘Ⲵڊһ
Ǐ䈖
ᛵǄ
˄䛓ᰦ˅ᡁ↓൘ڊъǄ
Ǐਕǐ——ᡁн᰾ⲭ᱘ཙлॸѪӰѸ⋑ᴹ৫ੜ╄䇢Ǆ——ሩн䎧ˈ
39.ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕㺘䗮Ā⧠൘ᐢ㓿᭩ਈҶѫā
ˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
Ǐਕǐᡁㅜа⅑㿱ࡠ Bryan Ⲵᰦˈىᡁнௌ⅒Ԇˈնᱟ⧠൘ᡁ᭩ਈҶѫǄ
40.ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 over the past years˄൘䗷৫ࠐᒤ䟼˅ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ㦾༛∄ӊⲴᠿǉ≹䴧⢩Ǌ൘䗷৫Ⲵࠐᒤ䟼㠣ቁ㻛ᡀॱн਼Ⲵ⭥ᖡǄ
41.ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 for the last three days˄൘䗷৫Ⲵйཙ䟼˅ˈਟ⸕⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
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ƾ ፄ⡡࣏ߋ㘳
Ǐਕ
ਕǐ——ੜ䈤ᴰ䘁Ⲵ䘹ѮҶੇ˛——ᖃ❦ˈ䘉ᱟ䗷৫йཙ䟼ୟаⲴᯠ䰫ҶǄ
42.ǏㆄṸǐCǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ We’re too lateˈਟ⸕⚛䖖ᐢ㓿ᔰҶˈᡰԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ——ଖˈཚ䘏Ҷˈ⚛䖖ᐢ㓿ᔰҶǄ——⋑ޣ㌫ˈᡁԜਟԕ҈ла䏏৫ՖᮖⲴ⚛䖖Ǆ
43.ǏㆄṸǐDǄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 over the last three years˄൘䗷৫Ⲵйᒤ䟼˅ˈਟԕ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀ䘋㹼ᰦˈ
Ǐ䈖
㺘⽪аⴤڊǄ
Ǐਕǐ䛓њྣᆙሩ䘀ࣘᖸᝏޤ䏓ˈ൘䗷৫Ⲵйᒤ䟼ྩаⴤ⇿ઘкє⅑㗭∋⨳䈮Ǆ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
44.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ䈝ຳˈਟ⸕Ā൘আѻࡽᐢ㓿ᤕᴹҶᖸ䮯ᰦ䰤ā
ˈҾĀ䗷৫Ⲵ䗷৫ā
ˈᡰԕ⭘䗷
Ǐ䈖
৫ᆼᡀᰦǄ
ǏਕǐᖃԆআᦹਹԆᰦˈԆᴹӋнᔰᗳˈ∅ㄏԆᤕᴹᆳᐢ㓿ᖸ䮯ᰦ䰤ҶǄ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
45.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ further efforts˄䘋а↕Ⲵࣚ࣋˅ˈਟ⸕⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ǏਕǐᡁԜᴹؑᗳˈ䙊䗷ᡁԜ䘋а↕Ⲵࣚ࣋ᶕ߿ቁ⊑ḃˈᡁԜⲴ⧟ຳՊᗇࡠ᭩ழǄ
ㆄṸǐAǄ
46.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᰦ䰤⣦䈝 tomorrow morningˈਟ⸕㺘⽪ሶᶕⲴḀаᰦ↓൘ˈڊᡰԕ⭘ሶᶕ䘋
Ǐ䈖
㹼ᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐ——ᡁ᰾ཙᰙк㜭⭘⭘Ⲵ䖖ੇ˛——ᖃ❦ਟԕˈᡁՊ൘ᇦ䟼߉ᣕ䚃Ǆ
ㆄṸǐCǄ
47.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐᰦ䰤⣦䈝Ӿਕѝ⭘⧠൘ᆼᡀᰦ㺘⽪ሶᶕˈᡰԕѫਕѝ⭘а㡜ሶᶕᰦǄ
Ǐਕǐࡠ䈫ᆼ䘉ᵜҖⲴᰦⲴˈى依ቡ߹ҶǄ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
48.Ǐㆄ
䈖䀓ǐབྷ⚛ᐢ㓿ਁ⭏ˈĀ⋑ᴹӪਇՔāᱟ䗷৫Ⲵһᛵˈᡰԕа㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ
Ǐ䈖
ਕǐ——ੜ䈤ᐲ൪䟼Ⲵབྷ⚛Ҷੇ˛——ᱟⲴˈᒨྭ⋑ᴹӪਇՔǄ
Ǐਕ
49.ǏㆄṸǐAǄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞᒦࡇⲴ䉃䈝 didn’t readˈਟ⸕⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦ˗ؑᱟ㻛᭮ࡠ㘱ᶯṼᆀкⲴˈᡰԕ⭘
㻛ࣘ䈝ᘱǄ
Ǐਕǐ㘱ᶯⲴؑ᭮൘ҶṼᆀкˈն〽ਾⴤࡠй⛩Ԇ䈫Ǆ
ㆄṸǐBǄ
50.Ǐㆄ
Ǐ䈖䀓ǐṩᦞ I’m waiting for the resultˈਟ⸕Ā㘳䈅āᱟ䗷৫Ⲵһᛵˈᡰԕ⭘а㡜䗷৫ᰦǄ
ਕǐ——Kevinˈⴻ䎧ᶕᖸᘗ㲁ˈࠪҶӰѸһᛵ˛——ଖˈᡁ㘳䈅Ҷˈ↓൘ㅹ㔃᷌Ǆ
Ǐਕ
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